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Abstract
Poverty is a root problem in public education. When primary needs of children are not
met due to root causes of poverty, children experience difficulty in school. This is most
notable in inner city comrnunities where poverty rates are highest. In the face of poverty,

inner city schools appear unsuccessful with efforts to make the processes of schooling
work as well for poor children as for those who are not poor. This study of poverty and
h e r city education asks what can an k e r city school do to counter the negative effects
of poverty on learning? Given that poverty is systernic, to what extent can education be

an instrument for social and economic change?

The first part of this study is a conceptual analysis of inner city education. Political
economy provides the theoretical frarnework for understanding the structural role of
schools in sustainhg unequal social and economic conditions. Stemming fkom this
analysis, cntical theory is applied to the notion that community economic development
rnight occur at the local school is considcred. Comrnuniq-based schooling is conceived
as alternate educational practice to counter poverty effects through structural change at

the Local school and neighbouhood levels.

Identified within this analysis is the role for critical educational leadership to meet the
challenge of finding ways to make a difference in the lives of children. Through formal

research and practical inquiry, evidence of this m e r e n c e could then be shared so others
might be more encouraged to j o b in transformîng practice in inner city communities.

The latter part of this study is an account of how this critical perspective was applied to
practice efforts at William Whyte Community School located in Winnipeg's ianer city.

In this section, community-based schooling is deçcnbed as alternative educational
practice that recognize and supports both individual and capacities in order to create and
sustain opportunities for individual growth and community development.

The study concludes with consideration of the research and policy implications for inner
city education if comrnuniQ economic development strategies are to be implemented at
the local school level through the practice of community-based schooling.
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...

"This House seek(s) to achieve the goal of eliminating poverty among
Canadian children by the year 2000.yy

Unanimously passed resolution of the Canadian House of Commons,
November 24,1989
Nearly a decade later, ONE IN FIVE chiidren in Canada lives in
poverty - an increase of 564,000 children since 1998.
National Report Card 1PM: Campaign 2000.

Toronto Family Service Association, 1998

The majority of Canadians believe the country's poor became

that way through no fault of their own, and that governments

are not doing enough to help them. ..51 per cent of Canadians
believe people become poor because of circumstances beyond
their control.

"Poor Get Shortchanged, Canadians Tell Pol["

The Globe and Mail, December 18, 1999
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Poverty and Schooiing

Poverty is a fundamental probIem in public education. In Winnipeg's inner city, schools
encounter abject poverty that presents daunting challenges and barriers to teaching and
leaming. Working and leaming together at the local school level, teachers are to educate
children, to extend leaming expenences to ïnclude families, to build on nch diversity, to
respect both the cultural and the cornmunity contexts of inner city neighbourhood life.
Notable among those working in inner city schools is a willingness to go beyond the
mandate of public education to contribute in whatever ways may be helpful to family and
comrnunity life. But aiways poverty has an opposite effect whereby the things we
wanted most fkorn education are least likely to be found where people are the poorest
(Levin, 1995).

Despite detexmination on the part of teachers and parents, conditions of poverty have
worsened in Winnipeg and continue to impact in negative ways on school and life
experiences for children. Manitoba has one of the highest rates of child poverty in
Canada* Babies bom to poor families have twice the rate of infant mortality and
disability as children living in afnuent families. In Manitoba, the child mortality rate in
the Abonginal population is several times higher than that in the population as a whole.
According to Statistics Canada, the rate of child poverty grew in Manitoba fiom 21-2% in
1989 to 26.6% in 1996. This gives Manitoba a rate of child poverty that is the highest in
Canada at 5.5 percentage points higher than the national average (Chernomas, 1999;
Canadian Centre For Policy Alternatives, 1999; Silver, 2000).
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Poor people face severe deprivation that is not of their making. "Assets of the world's
Ieading 358 billionaires exceed the combined annual incomes of approximately half the
population of the globe. The war on poverty has given way to the war on the povertystricken -- a war that is about as mean-spirited as it gets" ($IcLaren, 1997,3). Contrary
to assurnptions held by some, the poor are not to blame (Ryan, 1972; Freire, 1995;
Barlow and Robertson, 1994)-

Poverty understood this way aiIows for conmon sense reaction -- there should be a job
for schools to help out, to challenge and change, in some ways, conditions that so affect
children's lives and learning. For instance, while economic and social structures other
than schools are influential in either increasing or diminishing poverty, Levin States that
schools can do some things to counteract their influences. Students can be successfb~in
school despite the odds against if emphasis is placed on improved instruction, pre-school
education, and school linkages with parents and cornrnunity (Levin, 1995). Epstein
claims that wben schools, families, and comrnunities work together, students' chances for
success increase (Epstein, 1997).

Ziegler cites early intervention efforts at the preschool and kindergarten levels have
resulted in children making significantly higher learning gains. These gains dirninish
through the school years if interventions are not sustained and supported through the
grades (Ziegler, 1999). Ziegler credits the long-term follow-up done in the Peny
Preschool and the Abecedarian program, as the reason for sustained positive results for
children who participated in these programs. Early intervention programs that do not go
beyond the preschool experience and kindergartedgrade one years show that, a few years
after the intervention, performance rates are indistinguishable between the children who
had participated in a program and the children who had not. Ziegler uses the fkdings
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fiom Headstart by way of example:

The Headstart preschool program, whicb has involved and continues to involve
millions of children, has had mixed success. It typically produces significant
learning progress while children attend, and these leaming gains are maintained
for at least the hrçt year of school. M e r that, they graduaily but continuously
dirninish, until by grade 3 or 4 the Headstart children are indistinguishable,
academically, fiom children like themselves who were not involved in Headstart.
(Ziegler, 1999,6)

Walker and Hackmann argue teachers and administrators know that children' s basic
health and social seMce needs must nIst be reçolved before the leaming needs of high

risk children may be addressed successfully. They cite the need for school officials to
reach out to other agencies that serve children and actively seek ways to collaborate and
share resources (Waiker and Hackmann, 1999). Maeroff claims that current efforts on
behalf of children in need are distinguished fiom compensatory education of earlier times
when these efforts confront disadvantage on a wider, more comprehensive front
(Maeroff, 1998).

In particular, Maeroff highlights early intervention programs with extended follow-up as
being more comprehensive in approach. This seems to influence improved results:

The Headstart results, which have been common knowledge for may years,
clearly indicate the necessity of follow-up in the primary grades at least, in order
to sustain academic gains of preschool prograrns. Elementary school programs

designed to support early learning gains in at-nsk children can include al1 children
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in a neighbourhood school, and this has been particularly important in inner city
and other disadvantaged neighbourhoods.
(Ziegler, 1999,6)

These findings are encouraging, of course, yet they lead to difficult questions. Why has
there been so Little ground gained in helping children fiom poor families to experience
academic success in ways consistent with those who are not poor? What else needs to
change? How c m the theoretical constructs relevant to the study of schooling be
expanded to challenge existing structures of power and economic arrangements and to
change unequal conditions that directly affect children's lives?

Statistics continue to c o d k m what is obvious to those who live and work in the inner
city. With poverty increasing, a change in strategy, an altemate approach appears to be
needed. Such alternate strategies for schools could well include the construction of
solutions to poverty issues as they may be considered to be economic problems. These
initiatives, or tactics, would then broaden the usual social context for poverty issues to
reflect a political economic context.

These approaches to poverty and inner city education would be influenced by the belief
that people should participate in their own development and that education is for
empowennent (Horton and Freire, 1990). Such alternate approaches realistically would
not suggest revolutionary change but could very well imply evolutionary strategy.
School change at the local level to involve individuals in their own development upholds
the notion of the individual within the social being:
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... real liberation is achieved through popdar participation. Participation in turn
is realized through an educational practice that itself is both liberatory and
participatory, that simultaneously creates a new society and involves the people
thernselves in the creation of their own knowledge.
(Horton and Freire, 1990, xxx)

WhiZe inner city schools respond to individiial leamer needs, these initiatives are in

reaction to the obligations for educational practice in the short term. Even though
poverty is commonly acknowledged as a concerning problem, most school improvement
initiatives target student achievement in terms of attainment of curriculum outcornes.
Examples of school-based initiatives include "quality schools" (Barlosky and Lawton,
1994), "blueprint for schools that work" (Darling-Hammond, 1997), and %est practice"

(Zemelman, Daniels, and Hyde, 1993). These innovations generally focus on improving
the existing school organization or modifjmg instructional practice to benefit the student.

Macedo describes curriculum-based efforts such as instrumental literacy prograrns for the
poor as characterized by competency-based skills approaches with meaningless drills and

exercises. Me argues that these initiatives are very comparable to opportunities for
advantaged students in universities in that they both prevent the development of critical
thinking. He claims that schools are not failing when the majonty of people are not

meant to have access to political and economic spheres (Macedo, 1996).

When conventional schooling structures remain in place, any transformation resulting
fiom these initiatives is at the student level and change is of the individual, not collective,
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sort. Long-term cornmitments to social change could position inner city schools to
address structural problems as well as supplyulg personal solutions. With this dimension
missing fiom educational practice, the issues and concerns of economically
disadvantaged communities remain unresolved. The harsh economic realities faced by
families in the inner city stay as a root problem.

Exarnined in this study is the potential for the local school to make a positive difference
in the lives of children and families living in poverty in the inner city of Winnipeg. in
inner city education, community-based schooling is conceived as an approach to school
change that could challenge existing unequal economic arrangements by employing
dternate strategies at the local school level. Underpinning this challenge, of couse, is
the larger will to change the world to fit our vision of how it should be rather than accept
what is (Whitehead, 1929).

Poverty is not just a matter of hard luck or misfortune. Poverty is a result of existing
economic arrangements. Social institutions like schools are stnictured in ways that
contribute to maïntaining unequal circurnstances. Yet, this structural role that schools
have suggests that schools might well be positive sites, used differently, to redress
systemic problems of poverty.

PoverSf Underperceived

It seems that poverty goes unnoticed, unrecognized in much of the discussion of school
improvement and change. Media headlines cal1 attention to the places where inner city
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children and families Iive using labels such as "heil's haif acre" or "the war zone".
Poverty is Iike a bomb being dropped. Ln the absence of crisis response, the day to day
realities represent social fallout that huits children and families in lasting ways.

Some scholarly work is drawing attention to these concems. Greene challenges what she
refers to as an institutional response of schools to poverty-related issues. She claims that
while we cannot negate the fact of power, "we c m undertake a resistance, a reaching out
towards becoming persons among other persons, for al1 the talk of human resources, for
al1 the orienting of education to the economy" (Greene, 1996,29).

Apple daims that school do work, for some, and he stresses that curriculum issues need
to be recognized and confironted as they are ideologically grounded (Apple, 1990).

1cannot accept a society in which one out of every five chiIdren is born in

poverty, a condition worsening everyday. Nor c m 1accept as legitimate a
definition of education in which our tasks is to prepare children to function easily
in the '%business" of that society. A nation is not a fim. A school is not part of

that fïrm efficiently chuming out "human capital" required to nui it. We do
damage to the very sense of comrnon good to even think of the human drarna in
these ternis. It is demeaning to teachers and creates a schooling process that
remains uncomected to the lives of so many children.
(Apple, 1990, xiv)

Chambers characterizes poverty as underperceived when outsiders, those not living in
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poverty, hold biases against contact with and learning fiom poorer people. With
outsiders holding much in common by virtue of being relatively better off, Chambers
questions why, as a class, the better off do not do more to help those who are poor.

The puzzle is that we, the people of this class, do not do more. If any of I1s had
sick or starving child in the room with us, we imagine that we would do
sornething about it. A child crying &om pain or hunger in a room is hard to shut
out; it pins responsibility onto those present and demands, ïmpels, action. Yet we
live in a world where millions of children cry fkom avoidable hunger and pain
every day, where we can do sornething about it, and where for the most part we
do little. There are some exceptions: they include those who live with, work with,
and learn with the poorer rural people. A very few have chosen to reject the

privileges of o u class for themselves and their children and live lives which
reflect their convictions. Yet rnost of us manage to evade those choices. What is

the difference between the room and the world? Why do we do so much less than
we could?
(Chambers, l983,3)

Poverty is concentrated in the inner city in areas that can be avoided by most of the
people in political or corporate positions to make a difference through policy or practice.

"But account has to be taken of the age-old motive for human action,fear of involvement.
Time does not change human behavior so very much, and still today what rnight be
unpleasant or personally demanding but is not actually seen, is often ignored " (Haswell,

1975,214, italics in original text).
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Whether it is that poverty is unperceived or a result of structural inequality, or both, there
is growing recognition that education plays a role in sustaining the gap between rich and
poor. In education, ideas conceming class and culture extend beyond curriculum inquiry
to acknowledge a revolution of values and a building lmowledge base resulting from
critical educationai research (Gitlin, 1994; hooks, 1996).

What is wrïtten here intends to afEm the ideas into actions taken by many people with
whom 1have shared the struggle to find ways to reduce the negative impact of poverty on

human lives. In Winnipeg's inner city, the hard work of so many educators goes
relatively unnoticed. Like poverty itself, in absence of experience, it easily goes
unrecognized.

Poverty Effects on Learning

For the most part, there is common ground arnongst academics and practitioners around
the notion that poverty negatively affects learning (Coleman, 1969; Cole 1997; Kozol,
1991). There is extensive educational research on the impact of poverty on schooling
particularly as referenced to issues of race, of gender, and class (Fine, 1994; hooks, 1994;
Apple, 1990).

Cited below are research findings from a 1999 study on poverty conducted by the
Canadian School Boards' Association:

Poverty and Inner City Education

The effects of poverty on education ïnclude:

- food deprivation that influences daily concentration and leaming
- inadequate nutrition that can affect the long-term development of the child
- inadequate adult s u p e ~ s i o nand child-care arrangements that limit leaming experiences
- difficult behaviour in students

- low self-esteem and self-confidence due to feelings of lack of control,
failure, discrimination, autocratic parenting styles, and lack of hygiene
and material goods

- less stimulation resulting in less motivation to l e m and delayed cognitive
development

- illiteracy and lower achievement in schoo1
- Iess participation in extracurricular activities
- streaming into basic and vocational classes
- interrupted school attendance, dropping out of high school,
and lower university attendance.
Poverv Intervention Profile: Partners in Action
Canadian School Boards' Association, 1999

This list of outcomes is usefbi in that it highlights the extreme nature of poverty-related
problems in educational terms. Yet, focusing attention only on that which is happening
for the leamer tends to describe poverty effects in simplistic terms to do with the good
things poor children are not doing and the not good thùigs that they are doing. It irnplies

an abrogation of parental responsibility and leaves a vague sense that poor people are
accountable for their lack of social and scholastic accomplishment.

Other educational research usefùlly distinguishes the connections between poverty and
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lower rates of student achievement as linked to family income:

To help determine the impact of family income on outcomes for chiIdren, the
Canadian Council in Social Development related 1994 incomes on two-parent
families to outcomes measured on 27 health and achievement factors, Results
showed definite gradients for m u a l incomes up to $30,000.000, the lower the
income the worse the outcome. For families above $30,000.00 the trends were
less consistent, but chiidren fiom families with incomes exceeding $80,000.00
generally fared best. Substantidly worse behavioural outcomes were reported
for children of single mothers.
(Chance, 2000,5)

In the Montreal-Longitudinal Study of Preventative Intervention on Disruptive
Kindergarten Boys, dthough demographics which considered economic criteria were not
a factor for inclusion of participants in the study, findings related to the demographic
information are significant in that the link between school readiness and family income is
made clear. This kind of data expands the potential for study of outcomes beyond those
that can be assigned to the lemer. For example, fkom this data cornes the question as to
whether or not professional positions and salaries shouId continue to be increased. In the
effort to respond to poverty-related circumstances for children, it appears that if this
money were to be redirected to increase the economic advantage of poor families, there

might be Iarger benefits (for this discussion, refer to Chapter 2):

The three groups of disruptive boys were compared with a population-based
random sarnple of kindergarten boys in French public schools in the province of
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Quebec, Canadain 1986-1987 (N=1000). Families participating in this study were
found to be significantIy more socioeconomically disadvantaged than the
representative sample of their same sex peers, as the occupational socioeconornic
status (SES) and level of education of both parents were consistently lower.
Moreover, they were consistently younger at the birth of theïr son, and the total
farnily income was lower. The average farnily income was between
$20,000 and $25,000 for families of the disruptive boys compared with $30,000
and $35,000 for families fiom the population-based random sample.
(Tremblay and Pagani-Kurtz, 1995, 562)

Numerous examples of poverty effects on leaming are found in the research conducted
through the Centre for Positive Behaviour Support (Scott and Sugai, 1999). In these
studies, poverty is cited as a major factor, along with below grade level skills, and a
history of problem behaviours dating to pre-school. Scott and Sugai's study of children
from families of ciifferhg income levels reveals that children fiom upper income families
enter school having already been exposed to over 1000 hours of print experience. In
cornparison, children fiom lower income families have had only 40 h o u s of such
exposure. This represents a ratio of 25: 1 difference in children's experience in reading
readiness prior to school entry in favour of those children coming 6om higher socioeconomic circurnstances (Scott and Sugai, 1999). Also from the Centre for Positive
Behavior a similar study shows there is a meaningful difference in the everyday
expenences of children across socio-economic circumstances, across race, and across

urban vs. m a l life expenence. Findings reveal that lower income families have fewer
verbaI exchanges. Carnmunication that does occur between family rnembers is usually
shorter, using simpler or smailer words. Children fiom lower income families enter
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school less ready for schoolîng and this creates difnculties that may be compounded in
cases where the teachee are £kom middle or upper income farnily situations (Scott and
Sugai, 1999).

Further, the common response to address the readiness needs of leamers tend to be
'booster shot" programs that target entry level programs, such as kindergarten, to enrich
resources for literacy. Initiatives such as Headstart and Reading Recovery either fail to
recognize or are without sufficient resources to provide the kind of learning needs related
to poverty that requires ongoing and consistent attention throughout the grades. b e r
city schools should be positioned to provide supports similar to the ways in which
schools support special education students. A continuum of services and programs are
appropriate since the differing circumstances of poverty continue for children throughout
their preschool and school years and into young adult life (Scott and Sugai, 1999; Ziegler,
1999).

1asked four inner-city school principals how things in their school

were different f?om schools in the wealthier districts in the city.

They looked at each other, laughed for a moment, then began talking
non-stop, fiequently interrupting each other. In their schools the kids
ofien came to school hungry. A great many were poorly dressed. In the
winter few had adequate warm clothing. Many suffered severe emotional
stress. There were no field trips. They couldn't afford to belong to the
community leagues. No movies, no going to see hockey games.
There were no cornputers in their homes. Few books. Some kids even came to
school not knowing what a book is. In the summer there was no place to go. %y
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mid-June many of the children became distressed; without the school lmch
program, what would they eût? The list went on and on. After about halfan h o u

1 asked them how many kids they had in their school, and how many played organized
hockey. They answered quickiy, one after the other: "240-none".
"220-none". '306-one". "1 98-none".
( Hurtig, 1999,25)

The case made here is that for schools most affected by problems of poverty, it is helpfùl
to consider alternate comrnunity-based econornic solutions to support individual leamer
growth, and to strengthen family and community life in inner city neighbourhoods. The
research goes beyond the conventional approaches to dealing with poverty (a review of
these approaches is in Chapter S), to consider how efforts at the local school may be
organized to offset the barriers created by poverty.
Much of the discussion about the effects of poverty on the education of children gets
stuck at the problem definition stage. Consider the potential, if the concern is about the
role for inner city schools to counter these impacts, to use this debate as a takeoff point.
Given that poverty presents problems that corne Iargely fiom outside the schooI, what can
the local school do?

When the question is asked in this way, it broadens our perspective to create solutions
that are not school-based but comrnunity-based. It encourages a point of view that
considers the capacity of the co~lzmunityto support healthy child, farnily, and
neighbourhood life.
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Nature of the Study

At the tune this study began, the context for research was current and practical given that

1 was a principal of an inner city school attempting to bring about change of this sort.
The work I entered into at William Whyte was not undertaken as a research project. This
study began and continued as it was always intended as a conceptual analysis of poverty
and inner city education. Over time 1had learned that such scholarly inquiry can assist
my educational leadership particulariy in schools and neighbourhoods where the work in
the community was challenged by severe social and economic disadvantage. In my
experience as an educator, 1ofien became hstrated and angered with the degree to
which inequity and social injustice fiamed not only the present day reality for children
and families living in the inner city but also predicted their fbture. Through academic

and practical inquiry, 1moved fiom a state of being critical to being able to think
critically, and to act in critical ways, on the conditions of poverty causing community
concem. The William Whyte School experience is descnbed in this study as the
experience of working to transfer theory into practice at the local school level.

Every study begins with a question, or set of questions. hitially the question for this
study was straightfonvard in its focus on poverty and inner city education. Just about
anyone living or working in an inner city community notices the gap between rich and
poor and the differences this gap makes especially on the lives of children. So the
ernergent question asked simply what things can an inner city school do to counter the
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negative effects that poverty have on learning? As the study began to UIlfoId, however, 1
realized that while the foregoing was an essential question to ask, there were other related

and more fundamental questions to consider.

Consequently, my research efforts broadened to identify several theoretical strands fiom
outside of educational administration that corne together with theory fkom the field to
influence leadership practice in inner city education. Different questions began to direct
my thinking that had to do with building an understanding of poverty that might go
beyond schooI wails. Since it is the case that poverty is, £kt of all, an econornic
condition, what are the structures b a t sustain poverty? Are they iinked to education and
schooling? How are poverty effects on learning understood in political economic tenns?
Does this understanding become clearer when inner city education is looked at through

the Lens of class analysis? How are poverty-related issues addressed in educational
administration as a field of study? What theory and research methods are usefid to
educational leadership in inner city schools? How can an inner city school work with its
comrnunity to offset the problems of poverty for the purposes of teaching and leaming?
1s it possible that community-based schooling processes can achieve outcomes of

increased learner participation, retention, and achievement as indicators of increased
equity and social justice in huer city schools linked directly to cornmunity economic
development at the local level?

While thinking through these questions, it became clear that the initial question 1 had
identified, that being, what can an inner city school do to offset the negative effects of
poverty so that inner city children will l e m , although a necessary question to ask, is very
broad. 1 then extended this thinking to consider a more critical and more usefùl question
'?O

what extent can education be an instrument for social and economic change?" This,
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too, is a very large question. Nevertheless, it was within this broad scope for study that 1

began with these intercomected questions as my focus.

As the study went dong, 1realized that these questions were too big. 1began to
understand that rny research was not positionhg me to find answers to the foregoing
questions but, through this inquiry, 1 began to sharpen my research question. The things
that I was leamkg about poverty and inner city education were really shedding some
light on more fundamental questions.

At the conceptual level, the question for this study became "cari a coherent argument be
fiamed to support a broader role for schools in the development of individuals and
cornmunity?'

And, a fùrther question for practical application and of relevance for this

study became "what might inner city schooling look like if it is to support cornmunity
economic development?" Given that this research is conceptual in nature, 1considered
the £kt question to be the essential one and answers to it are explored in the subsequent
chapters of this study.

While inquj. into what inner city schooling could look like if it was to support
community economic development is not completely addressed, Chapter Six does give a
practical account of community-based s c h o o h g taking place at one school, William
Whyte Community School, located in the imer city of Winnipeg.

Most research on poverty tends to study a particular symptom or symptoms of poverty.
Given the nature and kinds of demands placed on inner city education and given that al1
schools are part of a larger social order which reflect simila.patterns of inequities, it is
not surprising that educational research has had little impact on structuring schooling for
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greater equality. In general, there are two options for solving poverty-related problems in
education -- fix the student or fix the system. Efforts to fix the student direct change at
individual solutions and, as such, have limited value. The other option, that is, strategies
to fix the system, involves alteration of the existing system as opposed to structural
transforming change.

To move toward structural change, it is appropriate to conduct research differently, to
stop studying poverty and education as questions and start studying answers. Critical
theory upholds the notion that solutions do exist to problems that have systemic roots
(Silver, 2000). It is timely to consider schooling efforts in t e m s of critical stance and the
traditions of cntical participatory action research which serve as a guide for this work
(McLaren, 1995; Gitlen, 1994;Fine, 1994).

The central question is not how researchers of different orientations can Ieam to
get along so that we can maintain the discipline and continue doing research in

accustorned ways, but how the whole enterprise of research, both qualitative and
quantitative, c m be reconceptualized so that it can powerfully act on some of the
most persistent and important problerns of our schools, namely those surrounding
issues of race, class, and gender.
(Gitlin, 1994, 2)

Richardson suggests two forms of research exist in practice: formal research and practical
inquiry. Formal research undertaken by researchers and practitioners contributes to an
established and general lmowledge base. Practical inquhy is undertaken by practitioners
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to improve practice (Richardson, 1994). William Tiemey understands the task of
research is to create contexts fiom the didogues that kame our Lives, to be able to come
to terms with our identities, and, in so doing, create transfomative communities of
difference. "Our research efforts ought to enable our readers to reflect on their own lives
and to help us envision lives for ourselves and our students that exist within communities

of difference and hope" (Tierney, 1994, 97). The telling of stories contributes to the
building of solidarïty "constmcted out of the little pieces, rather than found already
waiting, in the forxn of ur-language which al1 of us recognize when we hear it7'(Rorty,
1990,94).

Practical inqujS the use of narrative, the telling of stories, dialogical conversations about
practice, and the writing of journals are considered useful for teacher research (Connelly
and Clandinin, 1988). Namative is a way of characterizing the phenornena of human
experience and its study (Connelly and Clandinin, 1990). A review of the educational
study of experience aligns narrative with qualitatively oriented educational researchers

working with experiential philosophy, psychology, cntical theory, curriculum studies,
and anthropology (Eisner, 1988). Narrative as a research strategy is a form of ernpirical
study where data c m be coIIected fiom sources such as field notes of shared experiences,
i n t e ~ e w sstory
,
telling, autobiographies and biographical writing, and other various
sources such as newsletters, d e s and principles, metaphors and personal philosophies
(Connelly and Clandinin, 1990).

Clandinin and Connelly use the metaphor of a landscape where teachers move fÎom the
safe place of their classrooms to insecure spaces in the more public sphere. "When
teachers leave their classrooms and move into another place on the professional
knowledge landscape, they leave the safe secrecy of the classroom and enter a public
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place on the Iandscape. W a b g out of the classroom is walking into a dramatically
different epistemological and moral place on the landscape . . . this place is not always a
hospitable place for telling stories . . .as teachers cross the boundaries between a safe
place for living the secret stones of teaching to a place of moral persuasion and of
abstract knowledge, they move across a boundary separathg markedly different
epistemological and moral parts of the landscape" (Clandinin and Connelly, 1995, 14).
Rather than share what really matters about classroom practice, educators tend to keep
this information as a secret story. In forums such as board meetings and for media, the

public story is told. In other forums such as staff meetings and academic seminars, the
sacred story is upheld as teachers learn fiom academic training and professional
development to talk about lesson plans, assessrnent and evaluation, in abstract ways
discomected fiom teachùig situations and practical concerns (Clandinin and Connelly,
1995).

With practicd inquiry, there is some opportunity for "red taik'" (Hogan, 1995) or "plain
talk" (hooks, 1989, Weiss and Fine, 1993). As hooks argues, if people do not speak in a
language that can be understood then there is little chance for dialogue. She cites the

issue of language as a central contradiction for radical intellectuals, particularly for those
who are members of oppressed groups. "One of the clear and present dangers that exists

when we move outside our class of origin, our collective ethnic experience, and enter
hierarchical institutions which daily reinforce domination by race, sex, and class, is that
we gradualIy assume a mindset similar to those who dominate and oppress, that we lose
critical consciousness because it is not reinforced or reaf£inried by the environment"
(hooks, 1989, 78).

The approach taken in this study has been to combine a conceptual analysis of inner city
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education and community-based schooling with a description a community-based
initiative that took place fiom 1992 to 1999 at William Whyte Community School. The
nature of the study is that of formal research combined with practical inqujr in the form
of personal reflections, as sidebars to the main text, and newspaper articles and reports, in
chronological order appearing at the end of each chapter. This material is not to be
interpreted as data because no data was collected for this study. The analysis, articles,
stories, and account of the William Whyte experience are reflective of my "professional
Iandscape" (Clandinin and Comelly, 1995). The main text teus the sacred story, the
news articles and description of change efforts at William Whyte chronicle the public
story, and the personai reflections represent a part of the secret story.

The combination of forma1 research and practical inqujr addresses the dialectic between
conceptual thinking and practice in the field (Schon, 1983). In a way, it is like Horton
describes as seeing two different things simultaneously:

1like to thînk that 1have two different eyes that 1don7 have to use in the same
way.. .

1don't separate these two ways of looking, 1 don't Say that I'm going to look at
where people are today and where they can be tomorrow. I look at people with
both eyes simultaneously, al1 the tirne, and as they develop and grow 1 still look at

them that way because I've got to remind rnyseifconstantly that they're not al1
they can be . . .
(Horton, 1990, 131-132)
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Potential for Community-Based Solutions

Individuals and systems could potentially benefit fiom change that cornes with
application of community-based soIutions to poverty-related issues in education. Ln a
study of inclusive practice, the Canadian Association of School Admuiistrators and the

Canadian School Boards' Association emphasize the need for systemic change as a
coordinated approach to support learning:

The student must have the resources to be ready to l e m and to enjoy the
conditions in the home and the community to be able to pursue leaming. This
includes the basic needs such as food, housing, clothing, transportation, security,
health, and well-being. It also includes sufficient social support and sîimutation
for learning in the comrnunity such as access to libraries, techoology, recreation
and other services that facilitate leaming outside of school hours. It also includes
adequate health, social, employment and other public services being available to
children and farnilies and being delivered in an integrated and coordinated manner

in cooperation with school systems.
(Canadian Association of School Administrators and

Canadian School Boards' Association, 1994, 17)
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In New Zealand, the Ministry of Education has identified that poor health, stressfid
f d l y environment, and poverty have a strong correlation with poor education outcomes
for children. The New Zealand "Strengthening Families" strategy sets as a goal to
improve iife outcomes for children b y addressing the wider social and farnily influences:

Research tells us that there are nsk factors associated with poor outcomes. Those
factors include: persistent low income; family disruption; poor parental health, including
mental health; poor parental educational attainment; long-term unemployment; high
residential mobility; and poor housing.
(New Zealand Ministry of Education, 1999)

"Strengthening Families" is founded on two basic assumptions both based on research
about families: that what goes on in families has a profound impact on outcomes for
children; and, that a collaborative approach across sectors is more effective than separate
interventions.

The potential for comprehensive community-based solutions to address cornpIex
problems of poverty is also being studied in the Together We Can Initiative - a
partnership between the Institute for Educational Leadership, Washington, D.C.,
California Tomorrow in San Francisco, CA, Child and FarniIy Policy Center in Des
Moines, KA, and the Center for Comunity Problern-Solving, also Washington, D.C.
Established as a national leadership development and capacity building initiative to
strengthen children, youth, families, and communities, its findings show the potential of
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comprehensive undertakings is especially great in areas where people, organizations, and
agendas c m be connected together to promote comrnunity change:

. . .experiments in comrnunity decision-making and comprehensive service
delivery are still in their infâncy. Linkages among initiatives in the same community
are the exception, not the rule. Most efforts continue to maintain a distinctly
categorical focus. . . (w)hat unites these efforts is their commitment to a shared set

of principles. Al1 are cornmitted to malMg measurable improvements in the well-being
of children and families. They recognize that interventions must be made on a scaIe

large enough to turn whole neighbourhoods around. And they understand that

the only way to do this is by helping communities identifi theù own assets and needs,
set goals, and design comprehensive strategies to help children and families succeed.
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Outline of Contents

Research cited here points to the fact that schools are being asked to carry out many of
the roles in the lives of children that were previously the responsibility of the family or

the community or were sirnply not done at ail. When the prirnary needs of children are
not being met due to root causes of poverty, children experience difficulty in school. To

remove barriers to leaming, children need supports and resources that take into account
their econornic life circumstances. The home, the family, the community, and the school
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on an individual basis, and in combination, influence student achievement.

In Chapter 1, "Introduction," the issues of poverty and schooiing have been presented.
Highlighted in thÏs chapter is the notion that problems of poverty should be considered in
social and economic contexts with the suggestion that the issues of poverty and inner city
education might be better met through the construction of economic solutions.

Chapter 2, "Poverty and Inner City Education," reviews how issues of poverty have been
addressed through educational practice. This section provides a critique of current
attempts at school refonn that address poverty-related problems with compensatory
programs based on a deficit-thinking model. Chapter 2 W e r explores some of the

thinking as to why educational change efforts have had diminished results despite the
rizfusion of additional resources and why there seems to be stnictured uito mainstream
institutions, such as schools, the means for systerns to maintain unequal conditions.

In Chapter 3, 'ToliticaI Economy and Schooling," theoretical constructs &om political
economy provide a framework for understanding how issues of poverty and b e r city
education are linked to the structures of schooling. Consideration is given to the ways in
which concepts of class and critical consciousness provide a useful context for collective
action in community-based practice. It is shown how these ideas provide a foundation
for the practical applications that emanate fiorn this way of thinking about and acting on
problems of poverty and education.

In Chapter 4, " Leadership in Inner City Education," critical theory as it applies to
participatory research and alternative educational practice is considered. While a critical
perspective rnay not yet be representative of mainstream thinking in the education field, it
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is the point of view which can influence thinking about the leadership that is needed in
inner city education. Because educational leadership provides direction for school
practice, the latter part of this chapter looks specifically at critical theory as it appiies to
educational administration.

In Chapter 5, Education and Cornmunity Economic Development," the concept of
"

community-based schooh g as alternative educational practice is examined. Strategies

fkom community economic developrnent are applied to educational practice in ways
which shift the capacity of schooling processes at the local school level fiom being
systems-maintaining, as is the present case, towards becoming systems-transforming.
Transformational schooling processes as possibilities for educational practice are located

in community economic development theories fiom m a l , third world, participatory, and
local economic development.

Chapter 6, "Community-Based Schooling at William Whyte," gives an account of
comrnunity-based schooling as a result of solution-based critical participatory actions at
William Whyte Cornmunity School. Located in Winnipeg's inner city, the school
implemented community economic development activities and community-based
educational practices over a period of seven years.
Chapter 7, ccConclusion,"is a review of how alternate ways of thinking about education,
in relation to a broadened understanding of poverty, might lead to school improvement

efforts that reside within the context of the imer city expenence. Community-based
schoohg initiatives are mostly of a practical nature, and most just seem to make good
cornmon sense, but the theoretical underpinning for such an approach is complex and
rooted in the political economy of educational practice.
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Introduction

Looking directly at the issues of poverty and education, are there steps an b e r city
school c m take to address the surrounding issues of poverty and education? This chapter
examines issues of poverty as they are addressed in educational practice. It begins with a

critique of current attempts at school reform to address poverty-related problems. In
particular, the notion of compensatory prograrns rooted in deficit-thinking models is
explored. It M e r examines why educational change efforts in the inner city continue to
have diminished results despite the infûsion of additional resources.

There is a tendency on the part of schools to rely on immediate, quick fix, short-term
educational approaches which are largely curriculum-based. These solutions concentrate
on changing schooling processes such as how we teach and measure learning. Such
approaches to changing teaching and learning could inchde 'best practice' classroom
strategies, differentiated instruction to accommodate high needs leamers, or curriculum
i n q u j to contextudize leaming to be meanhgful for disengaged students (Zemelman,
Daniels, and Hyde, 1993;Boomer, Lester, Onore, and Cook, 1992; Darling-Hammond,
1995). Other solutions such as high stakes testing and the 'quality' schools movement

focus on learner-based outcornes outside of a poverty context. A most recent result of
this overlooking of poverty issues in educational practice is apparent in the province-wide
standards testing conducted by Manitoba Education fkom 1995 to 1999. This innovation
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represents the kind of evaluation practice which ensures children are situated dong a
continuum of weakest to strongest without regard for the negative effects of poverty on
student learning.

For the urban poor in Winnipeg, solutions to poverty c m be described as ternporary and
partial. Residents of the urban core meet with harsh realities in their community.
Children are most severely affected by this reality. They spend their childhood in
substandard housing where heat, Iight, and water may be absent. They often are not
adequately clothed and are often cold. They face scarcity of food. They do not have safe
recreation opportunities, sports equipment, music lessons, fun clubs like Brownies and
Cubs, or comrriunity club facilities, community hockey, soccer, or baseball leagues.

They adjust to the cyclical life events of having money and not having money, of having
food and having none left, o f having a safe place to live and having it tum unsafe. What
is exceptional is that these children and families living in poverty for the most part have
the abilities to survive the challenges of their community Me. And, they bring this
knowledge with them to schoot when they corne for their education. Too often these ski11
sets are overlooked and the presenting noncornpliant or nonacademic student behaviours
overly influence educational practice. Schools incorrectly interpret the problerns children
b

~ in gto the school as pathology in the individual, or in families, or in the culture of the

cornrnunity. An alternative perspective understands these problems as a class experience
(Comgan and Leonard, 1978; see Chapter 3). Schools tend to overlook the remarkable
strength of families, and in particular, the knowledge base and ski11 sets needed to endure
living in poverty.
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Educational Reform Efforts

Usually, governments have ailowed economic irnperatives to supersede those concemed
with social good (Piven and Cloward, 1982). The parts of educational debate that
respond to economic concems receive the strongest support in govemment. Most often,
political interest directs key questions about schooling. What is meant by "schools doing
a good job?" How much public spending should be appropnated to this end? Heard less
often are questions of concern for huer city schools. Questions like what expenence
should schools provide in a community severely affected by conditions of economic
disadvantage? What educational reform could support the kind of change required by
children and families living in poverty?

Educationd reform efforts tend to respond to poverty-related issues in the absence of
ideological understanding of education and schooling. Instead, a position of neutrality
accepts the status quo and directs policy accordingIy. For example, the notion that open
education might restore a democratic and liberating character to schooling lent support
for schools without walls and &ee schools. The distinction between schools as
institutions and education as a lifelong process fieely detennined by the individual led to
a way of thinking that advocated the disestablishment of compuIsory schooling (Illich
and Verne, 2 976).

Many students, especially those who are poor, intuitively know what
the schools do for them. They school to confuse process and substance.
Once these become blurred, a new logic is assumed: the more treatment
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there is, the better are the results; or, escalation leads to success. The pupil
is thereby "schoo led" to confuse teaching with leaming, grade advancement
with education, a diploma with cornpetence, and fluency with the ability to say

e place of
something fiew. His imagination is "schooled" to accept s e ~ c in
value. Medical treatment is mistaken for health care, social work for the
improvement of community Life, police protection for safety, military poise for
national security, the rat race for productive work. Health, learning, dignity,
independence, and creative endeavor are defined as little more than the
performance of the institutions which claim to serve these ends, and their

improvement is made to depend on ailocating more resources to the management
of hospitals, schools, and other agencies in question.
(Illich, 1970, 1)

Different £iom "deschooling" society, notions of meritocracy and equality of schooling
increasingly support selectivity in education and inequality of rewards in the economy.
Such educational reform relies heavily on standardization of student assessment, testing,
and c ~ c u l whereby
a
measures of student achievement continue to be interpreted as a
measure of the effectiveness of educational programs. Other reform approaches daim
that being howledgeable about the school change process, itself, may be both the best
defense and the best offense in achieving substantial education reform (Fullan and Miles,
1992). These approaches situate change as a focus in itself with little or no direction or
indication of what it was that needed changing.

Studying school improvement by considering just the school itself or education policy as
a stand- alone action reduces the potential for long t e m solutions. Yet, most education
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research takes this narrow focus for studying schools and change. An example of this is
found in the work of Leithwood, Fullan, and Head-Taylor:

Working with change is paradoxical. The reasons why some attempts fail

and others succeed are eminently clear - for example, poor vs. good
quality matenals, episodic vs. ongoing inservice, principal neglect vs.

active support, board level inattention vs. follow through &er an
innovation is adopted, having a vague notion of progress vs. gathering and
using infornation to address implementation needs and to assess impact.

We recommend that planned educational change be organized around five
main phases:
1.

Preparing for School Improvement.

2.

Determining Special Goals for School Irnprovement.

3.

Selecting or Developing the Solution(s).

4.

Implernenting the Solution(s).

5.

Institutionalizing the Solution(s).
(Leithwood, Fullan, and Head-Taylor, 1987)

The processes for change suggested above are very likely to be effective but the
substance of the change might well be conceming as it rnay hold littk meaningful
consequence for the larger issues of poverty and education. To have a better
understanding of how school reform efforts could address poverty at the local school
level, it is useful to consider the current practice of supplying responses that are partial
solutions to problems of poverty.
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Apple describes how in the rush for excellence in education, people do not give critical
consideration to what schools r e d y do. We need consciously to bracket what we take
for granted about how out schools, media, government, and economic institutions work
to ask who benefits fkom current relations in and among these institutions (Apple, 1982).
Labeling of problems in schools as social problems helps to defuse them for it tends to

difise responsibility for their existence and continuance and leads to a search for
solutions which do not affect the existing distribution of wealth, income, and power
(George and Wilding, 1976).

So called social problems of poverty are political. The suggestion that these political
conflicts can somehow be resolved apoliticaIly, through the dispassionate intervention of
experts instead of through political action paves the way for the imposition of partisan
measures in the guise of non-political solutions to social problems (Apple, 1982).

Partial Solutions to Poverty

What are examples of partial solutions to dealing with poverty? In general terms, inner
city schools, like other agencies and institutions, respond in social ways having to do with
health, family services, housing, and recreation. Echildren corne to school hungry,

nutrition programs to provide breakfast and snacks are of benefit. If children are not
adequately dressed for school, readily available used clothing that is clean and of good
quality is usem. Government, corporations and cornmunity partnerships with inner city
schools create educational and recreationd activities to enhance and extend the school
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day and support summer programs. A s w e y of current writing and research activity
reveais an abundance of initiatives specifïc to educational concerns related to issues of
poverty. Much of this research matenal simply confïrms the obvious -- that poverty
presents significant barriers to leaming. Examples highlighted here hold potential for
practical application but have a common Limitation in that they represent social responses
to poverty issues, and, as such, they are partial solutions.

These examples are found in the research on pre-school leaming expenences, class size

and learning, enhanced leaming through parent involvement, strong home-school
connections, and community-linked services at the local school level. For instance, the
evduation of the HigWScope Peny Pre-School Project shows that pre-school programs
can have long-lasting positive effects on school achievement. These findings suggest
expansion of pre-school initiatives linked to school entry (Schweinhart, Barnes, and

Weikart, 1993; Ziegler, 1999). In another instance, a study conducted as a
student'teacher achievement ratio class size experiment shows classes of 15-18 outscore
their counterparts in classes of 22-25. These findings suggest reduced class sizes (Finn,
1998). Findings fkom the Ontario Children's Secretariat Early Years Study (1999) snidy
show al1 families and children, in al1 economic circumstance, can benefit £kom early child
development and parenthg programs. Early school interventions, sensitive to local
community needs, can be more cost-effective than those paying for remediation through
treatment prograrns and support services for problems that are not rooted in poor early
development (McCain and Mustard, 1999). A Saskatchewan Education shidy (1996)
emphasizes the importance of connection between school and community recognizing
that the difficulties students face are often a result of circumstances that originate in the
home or cornmunity. It cites that solutions to the problems faced by these students
require a comprehensive range of supports. It puts forward suggested best practices to
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enable students to l e m ; teachers to focus on creating innovative, relevant, and
challenging pragrams; and schools to work together with parents and c o m u n i t y :

-

high quality learning programs which are community and culturaily-referenced;
comprehensive student supports and services with extra-currîcular programs

within the school or linked to it;

-

bill involvement and partnership with parents and community members;

a dynamic mechanism for program planning, evaluation, and renewal within the
school;

-

development of safe, caring and respecthl school culture and c h n a t e ; and
heightened emphasis on the responsibility of the school to develu3 and

strengthen community
(Saskatchewan ELucation, 1996).

Within the partial approaches to community schools falls the concept of "it takes a village
to educate a single child." This well-intentioned metaphor has become something of a
rallying cry used to engender increased collaboration and partnerships to address the
complex needs of children and families. What does not get taken into account with this
approach is that an inner city neighbourhood is not a village. In order for am inner city
neighbourhood to become such a thing, to match the metaphor, it could reqwire
significant cornmitment to community development.and capacity building. This is still
not clearly aaiculated in the resurgence of interest in "community" schools:
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Every community school is a working partnership, but there is no single, cookie-cutter
shape or size. Each community school is unique - a "homegrown" match between a
community's strengths and its needs. What community schools have in common is
a focus on creating tangible and interrelated results. They directly advocate the
core mission of public schools by creating an environment that helps young people
to leam and achieve at high standards throughout their years of schooling. This
necessitates that school facilities be availabfe after hours, on weekends, and during
the summer months, and that a broad network of community groups and agencies
work in a holistic and coordinated way to support the school and their students.
(Tirozzi, 1999, 2 )

Whîle the work of Tirozzi and others encourages and helps to promote school and
comrnunity linkages, there appears an absence of a political economic analysis that could
explain why the needs of children are so great. Poverty becomes the given which
predeteriines a range of "problerns" for which partial solutions are constructed.

This is not a new problem. Dewey (1938) claimed that for education to accomplish its
ends both for the individual leamer and for society it needed a philosophy of education
based on a coherent theory of experience. This philosophy could give positive direction
to the selection and organization of appropriate educational methods and materials and,

as a result, could provide new direction to the work of schools.

TOimposition fiom above is opposed expression and cultivation of individuaiity;
to extemal discipline is opposed free activity; to learning fiom texts and teachers,
leaming through experience; to acquisition of isolated skills and techniques by
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drill, is opposed acquisition of them as means of attaining ends which make direct
vital appeai; to preparation for a more or less remote fiiture is opposed making the
most of opportunities of present life; to static aims and materials is
opposed acquaintance with a changing world.
(Dewey, l938,2O)

From a study of middle schools, conducted over ten years, cornes the view that the 'best'
schools for children are also the best for the adults who work in them and visit them.
"With assistance fkom outside and by drawing on resources fkom within, educators
constructed new meanings and strategies that shaped both their goals and their practices.

In this way, they married the means of education to the ends of education" (Oakes,
Hunter Quartz, Ryan, and Lipton, 2000, 575).

Deficit Thinking and Compensatory Approaches

The deficit mode1 is a way of thinking in education advanced to explain school failure,
particularly among economically disadvantaged, marginalized students. Deficit thinking
results fkom a traditional rnind-set and establishes a tendency to approach poverty-related
problems in education with ways of thinkùig that are imputational, top down, and
paternalistic.

Compensatory prograrns have mainly supplemented the hegemonic curriculum,
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adding extra activities or small group instruction in core areas of conventional
teaching - principally, mathematics and language skills. Add-on programs do not

change the main patterns of teaching and leaming in the school. A strategy that
takes curriculum change seriously would base itself on another approach found in
compensatory programs. the whole-school change approach, which uses
compensatory funds to redesign the major activities of the school.
(Connell, 1993, 141)

Anyon's study of urban schooling shows the negative impact that acceptance of the status
quo has on the lives of children in the urban core. This is most evident when she
describes the constraining effects on student achievement. The factors Anyon identifies

as having negative effects are extreme urban bureaucratization, low expectations for
student achievement, with underlying ideologies to justi@ poor learner perforrnance, and
fiequent staff changes (Anyon, 1997). These factors require broader thinking outside the
r e a h of conventional educational theory.

Conventional explanations for school failure focus on the individual student and move
from the genetic explanation, to the notion of cultural deprivation, to the conception of
cultural disadvantage, to the now commonly held notion of "at risk" students.

The popular "at risk" constnict, now eritrenched in educational circles,
views poor and working class children and their families (typically of
colour) as being predorninantly responsible for school failure, while
frequently holding structural inequality blameless.
(Valencia, 1997, ix)
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Critical theorîsts as proponents of anti-deficit thiinking approaches are skeptical of the
term 'at nsk'. It is viewed as just another way to mask the inequities of the school
system similar to terms such as 'cultural disadvantage' and 'cultural depnvation' that are
situated in a context of blamïng the victim (Ryan, 1972; Fine, 1990; Valencia, 1997).
Reaching back three decades, Ryan's critique transcended deficit thinking in education to
cover social programs in general.

In education, we have programs of "compensatory education" to build up
the skills and attitudes of the ghetto child, rather than structural changes
in the schools. In race relations, we have social engineers who think up
ways of "strengthening" the Negro family, rather than methods of
eradicating racism. In health care, we develop new programs to provide
health information (to correct the supposed ignorance of the poor) and to
reach out and discover cases of untreated illness and disability (to
compensate for their supposed mwillingness to seek treatment).
Meanwhile, the g r o s inequalities of our medical care delivery systems
are Ieft completely unchanged. As we rnight expect, the logical outcorne

of analyzing social problems in tems of the deficiencies of the victim is
the development of programs a h e d at correcting those deficiencies. The
formula for action becomes extraordinarily simple: change the victim.

( R y a 1976'8)

In the approach taken of blaming the victim, there are four steps to the process described
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as happening so smoothly, it seems "downright rationaSY(Ryanf1976,8). The approach
took shape in four stages:

First, social problems were identified (by victim-blarners). Second, a
study was done in order to find out how the disadvantaged and advantaged
were different. Third, once the differences were identified, they were
defined as the causes of the social problern. Fourth, governmental
intervention was set in play to correct the differences (Le., deficiencies).
The great appeai of deficit thinking as a mode1 of social reform in
the 1960s and early 1970s lay in the £kamework7sappearance of
soundness.
(Valencia, 1997,3)

Most people think about core area neighbourhoods as problems. Poverty related issues
are responded to by traditional needs-oriented solutions:

This view is accepted by most elected officiais who codiQ and program
this perspective through deficiency-oriented policies and prograrns. . . human
service systems - oRen supported by foundations and universities - translate the

problem into Iocal activities that teach people the nature of their problems,
and the value of services as the answer to their problem. As a result, many Iowincorne urban neighbourhoods are now environments of service where behaviors
are affected because residents corne to believe that their well-being depends upon
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being a client. They see themselves as people Mth special needs to be met by
outsiders. And gradually, they become mainly consumers of services with no
incentive to become producers.
(McKnight, 1990, 1-2)

Much curent educational reform still reflects this approach situating the problems of
poverty and education with the individual and the school rather than within the broader
economy. The prescnptive approach to dealing with learners in urban core schools
whose students are targeted as low and underachieving populations still predominates. In
the social sciences, this approach is cnticized as being responsible for creating the
"culture of poverty."

In education, similar concerns are being raised about the "pedagogy of poverty." Conne11
explains the "pedagogy of poverty" as teaching practices reduced to emphasizing basic
skills with teacher success measured by the extent to which they achieve student
cornpliance. He claims the lack of other emphasis is, in part, because the research shows
that achievernent test scores of poor and minonty children are affected primarily by their
socioeconomic class; affected somewhat by pre-education supports and by strong school
leadership; and affected almost not at al1 by the quality of their teachers. The rewards for
teachers ' not changing are more clearly achievable particularly when expectations are
kept low and self-contained in the separate domains of teachers, administrators, students,
and parents. Conne11 cites the need to establish a comrnon ground to move education
from being a matter of importance to become a rnatter of life and death both for society
and for individuals themselves (Connell, 1993). As attitudes and beliefs about the poor
are changed, democratic education presents an altemitive to deficit thinking r e q u i ~ g
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changes in schooling in areas of curriculum, participation, rights and understanding of
equality.

Democratization means expanding the agency of those normally ovenvhelrned by
the agency of others or irnrnobilized by curent structures. Good teaching does

this in an immediate, local way

. . .where the teacher is problem-solver and

cntical dialogue replaces teacher tak. An agenda for change must concern itself

with how this local effect c m be generated.
(Connell, 1993,143)

McKnight uses the example of the half-fiil1 or half-empty g l a s to illustrate that the raw
material for cornmunity-building is the capacity of its individual mernbers:

It is c1ea.r that every individual has needs or deficiencies. Tt is also clear that

every individual has gifis and capacities. . . .(u)nfortunately, in some cornrnunities
local residents have corne to mistakedy believe they can build their community
by an inventory of deficiencies. The common name for the deficiency inventory

is a "needs swey." It is basically an effort to count up the emptiness in an
individual or neighbourhood. The problem is that this information is not useful
for community-buildingbecause it deals with people as potential clients and
consumers. To be powerful, community must have people who are citizens and
producers.
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Partial SoIutions ResuIt from Absence of Power

In one respect, most initiatives that could be categorized as responses to poverty have in
common that they are neutral or non-economic responses to economic problems. At
least, such initiatives do not respond to the economic needs of inner city residents. In
another respect, these initiatives do respond to the economic needs of people other than
inner city residents. A welfare state economy uses the education system to meet the
needs of those supplying seMces and the economies, outside of the inner city, that these
individuals support.

Some twenty-five years ago, Illich and McKnight (1977), among others, began to raise
troublesome questions about the political reality stemming fiom a seerningly apolitical
schooling system. Why, with increased resources being put in to schools, were we
getting out the very opposite of what the system is intended to produce? With so many
resources directed at education, why do inner city children continue to not do well?

Within this fiamework, the client is less a person in need than a person who
is needed. in business terms, the client is iess the consumer than the raw material
for the servicing system. In management terms, the client becomes both the output
and the input. his essential function is to meet the needs of servicers, the s e ~ c i n g
system and the national economy. The central political issue becomes the servicers'
capacity to manufacture needs in order to expand the econorny of the s e ~ c i n system.
g
(McKnight, 1977, 75)
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Partial solutions are common responses to the problems experienced by children and
families living in poverty because of the absence of power for residents in the uiner city.
This absence of power is evidenced by conditions of unemployment, welfare, crime, and
violence that dictate lifestyles and life chances. On one level, the realities of being poor
can be seen to reduce severely opportunities for individuals. On another level, with such
a high number of Abonginal families living as urban poor, the realities of being
Aboriginal in a class society presents M e r barriers to individual achievement (Adams,
1975; Hull, 1979; Ponting and Gibbons, 1980). In political econornic terms, schools
primarily represent yet another form of institutionalized oppression. And while there is
great strength to be derived fkom membership in a First Nation or Metis community,
ongoing hardships of racism and prejudice remain to be endured.

Absence of power is fûrther evidenced by the assumption that problerns related to urban
core development require answers from the outside-in with many resources concentrated
on paying for technical support for comrnunity development. The strengths and
weaknesses of such technical assistance are identified in evaluation of the "Together We

Can" initiative (Biank, 1996). Technical assistance draws on broad expertise, emphasizes
partnerships, helps to work across social services, education, health, and other systerns,
provides opportunity for dialogue in the community, and builds local capacity by
providing c o m u u i t y leaders with the tools and skills necessary to manage their own
initiative. On the face of it, these seem to be impressive strengths. Yet, the literature
shows that community development benefits fiom the "roots up" approach (Ross, 1986;
Silver, 2000).
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Some of the potential weaknesses of outside-in technical assistance are cited in the
"Together We Can" report:

- Espouses the p ~ c i p l e of
s cornmunity initiatives but does not always
incorporate them in their work. Technical assistance providers "tak the talk"
but don't always "waik the walk."

- Makes it difficult for communïties to b d the help they need. The technical
assistance offered does not always fit c o m u n i t y need.

-

Attempts to control the process rather than doing what is necessary to meet
cornmunity goals. Technical assistance providers do not see themselves as
stakeholders.

- Does very little to help cornmunities 1) develop programmatic approaches that
reach across agencies; 2) remove structural barriers to working together; or 3)
identifyjurisdictional boundaries that affect their work.

- Fails to encourage gras-roots involvement and are not responsive to diverse
groups.

- Seldom works to develop local expertise to provide technical assistance.
- Offers little guidance about how to measure results, either in terms of
collaboratives work or the effectiveness of technical assistance in helping
initiative meet goal.

Poverty and Inner City Education
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Interventions in schools are usually instrumental or crisis-related with a mechanistic
phenornenon arising fiom this kind of educational practice- The children and families
with skills to cope with the existing organizational arrangements of schools benefit fiom

the availabfe support and resources. This is particularly the case for those families who
are able to assert themselves and place demands on the system. Other situations go
unnoticed as there are few opportunities to engage in preventative or generative practice.
Yet, it is precisely this kind of work that is needed if long-term cornmitment to change is
to be an ongoing active dimension of educational practice.

. . . if a situation fails to link a specific and inmediate problem with the social
dynamics of which it is but one manifestation and if it fails to link the temporary
and partial solutions with the larger social transformation that is required for
realistic soiutions, then it is extremely limited, at best, and deceptive and
repressive, at worst.
(Galper, 1980, 11)

Overall, educational reform efforts have not been successful in helping poor children do
well in school. This chapter has provided an account of current educational practice as it

responds to short term obligations with the delivery of social solutions. In Chapter 3, the
notion of poverty as it relates to absence of power is examined in the context of the
political economy of education. Consideration is given to the ways issues of poverty and
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inner city education are iinked to the structures of schooling. Also explored are concepts
of class and critical consciousness as a useful context for collective action at the local
school Ievel.
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There is no such thing as a neutral education process. Education
either functions as an instrument which is used to facilitate the
integration of the younger generation into the logic of the present
system and bring about conformity to it, or it becomes the 'cpractice

of freedom," the means by which men and women deal critically and
creatively with reality and discover how to participate in the
transformation of their world.

Toreword" by Richard Shaull, 1970, 15 (itdics in original text)

Introduction

Political economy provides a theoretical framework for understanding how comrnunity

economic development and commwiity-based practice can strengthen the inner city
economy for the bettemient of children and families. In this work, the position taken is
that schools really don't do an adequatejob of addressing the needs of those who are
most severely economicaily disadvantaged. Instead, schools actually contribute to
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and support disparate economic conditions. Schooling as a systemic rnechanism is part
of a larger set of social and economic structures that institutionalize inequality. These
unjust structures are embedded in our social world.

Political economy establishes the relationship between the economy - the way
production is organized -- and the political and social institutions and processes of
society. Education is an institution of the welfare state that, itself, is rooted in
contradictions. These contradictions emerge out of the welfare state as it is considered to
be both as an agency of repression and as a system for enlarging human needs and

mitigating the ngors of the fkee-market economy (Gough, 1979).

Political economy: A branch of the social sciences that takes as its principal
subject of study the interrelationships between politicai and economic institutions
and processes. That is, political economists are interested in analyzing and

explaining the ways in which various sorts of govemment affect the allocation of scarce
resources in society through their laws and policies as well as the ways in which
the nature of the economic system and the behaviour of people acting on their

economic interests affect the form of govemment and the kinds of laws that get made.

" A Glossary of Political Economy Tems "
Paul M. Johnson, 1999
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Political economy is a way of thinking about education that creates an altemate
conceptual h e w o r k for analysis of institutions established for health, social welfare,
employment, and training give structure to community life in the inner city. It is these
systems that reproduce human relations according to economic requirements. Concerned
with the interrelationships between economic and social institutions and processes,

political economic theory fiames schools as social institutions foundational to creating
and sustaining equity and justice.

Poverty is an economic condition. Understood as such, the problems of povew require
economic responses. This is as much the case in education as it is in other related areas
of employment, training, and business development. It is also the case in the delivery of
health and family services, and in ensuring public safety and social justice. Yet,
considering the conventionai approaches to the delivery of s e ~ c e in
s these areas,
conditions of poverty continue to confound the service providers.
Labels of "disadvantage," "at risk," and 'Xgh needs," acknowledge the influences of
poverty. Nevertheless, service solutions are generally referenced to psycho-social
considerations. Issues of class in education provide a counter argument to orthodox
thinking of schools as places open for al1 to achieve and shows this latter way of
thinking serves to mask the economic realities of public schooling.
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Issues of Class in Education

Class analysis is a tool of political economy. It is concemed less with the nuances of
what constitutes the mainstream versus the rnarguiaiized and more with acknowledging

hegemony in economic terms. In the evaluation and rankùig of social categories there are
three fundamental dimensions within al1 systems of social stratification being power,
privilege, and prestige (Hughes and Kallen, 1974). Further influences to class structure
corne with considerations of ethnicity and race although heterogeneous cultural
developments sometimes conceal other class realities (Aronowitz, 1975).
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There is merit to applying class analysis as a way of understanding issues of poverty and
schooling and the infiuences of class structures on school and community life. In
education, social class is a concept that is fiequently referred to in the problem definition
stage of research on poverty and education but there is a tendency to set it aside as being
an economic problem unrelated to education in tems of solutions. As an educational

construct, it has an opaqueness that results in some important educational realities related
to poverty being overlooked or set off to one side because of some implicit agreement
that this area should remain outside of the educational mandate. With a closer
consideration of social class, understanding its conceptua1 beginnings and its impact on
issues of povexdy, the role for schools becomes more transparent. Looking back to go
forward is an approach used in participatory economics which could be helpful here
(Albert, 1997).

Understanding the nature of class and class conflict recognizes two points of view: one
takes the position that there wiU be an end to ideological influences with the development
of mature capitalist societies and the other, a Marxist view, predicts its increase (Mann,
1977). Critical theonsts leam fiom Mamist ideas and locate hope in the potential for

emergent class consciousness.

There is a strong tradition of thinking about social class as a concept necessary for social
organization because of its integrative function of social order. Influencing educational
theory is functionalist theory referenced to the Weberian tradition. Weber presents a
broader conceptualization of social stratification in tenns of class, status, and power,
classified by types of authority:
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A "class" is any group of perçons occupying the same class status. . ..The
concept of class and class status as such designate only the fact of identity or
sirnilarity in the typical situation in which a given individual and many others
fïnd their interests defined. . . . Only persons who are completely unskilled,
without property and dependent on employment without regular occupation, are

in a shictly identical class status. Transition fiom one class to another Vary
greatly in fluidity and in the ease with which an individual c m enter the class.
Hence the unity of "social" classes is highly relative and variable.

(Weber, l968,2OL2OZ)

A Marxist view of social class broadens to embody a theory of history and revolution not
just considering the concept of class as fundamental to the social order but separating
individuals into distinct groups depending upon their economic relationship to the means
of production. According to Marx, these "classes as such" are determined by this
economic relationship but, a "class for itself' could exist if members of a class became
conscious of themselves as members (Marx, 1976).

Marxist theory has been fundamental to the development of radical theory. In
educational leadership, the influence of the Frankfurt School developed a perspective on
struggle and emancipation within a Marxist paradigm yet much of its discourse remains
abstracted fkom the actual struggle and the terrain of power. Theory as poiitical endeavor
risks being separated fiom the struggle of women, of those non-white, and of the poor,
but Marxism gives way to a critical stance of the c'we".
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The signincance of the primacy of class and most generaily the economic sphere,
particularly production relations, in Marxist theory, cannot be overestimated. For

Marx, class was the fundamental theoretical category explaining history and the
nature of the human slruggle. His famous formulation that "the history of all
hitherto existing society is the history of class struggley'became the theoretical
comerstone for various shades of Marxists in understanding and explaining the
underlying Iogic of capitalist exploitation as it evolved within the sphere of
production. Moreover, against those views of history in which great ideas or
great men became the central explanatory categories, it provided an alternative
analysis.

(Aronowitz and Giroux, 1993, 113-1 24)

Refining a Marxist theory of clasç, Miiiband suggests two polar groups exist in our
society -- the class that on the one hand owns and controls, and the working class, on the
other, that does not. While adrnitting other classes made up by various economic, social,
and occupational groups, this kind of analysis puts fonvard the notion of a dominant class
(Miliband, 1969). Adams, too, looks to the unequal distributions of power and resources
in our society to produce two groups. Canada's society is a class society, organized
around the division between the powerful and the powerless - a division that perpetuates
itself fiom generation to generation (Adams, 1971). Expanding the notion of power as
class defining for the evaluation and ranking of social categories, the three fiindamental
dimensions identified within d l systems of social stratification are power, privilege, and
prestige (Hughes and Kallen, 1974). Therborn raises similar questions about power
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related to the dialectics of state power and class rule. Therbom points to the difference
between the "power to do" as opposed to "power over" identifjing the mainstream
concept of power as sornething to struggle for, to win, and the to act in ways to keep it.
But, the primary motive of the "power to do" evokes the question "power to do what?"
(Therborn, 1980).

The implications of ethnicity and race M e r influence considerations about class
structure although heterogeneous cultural developments sometimes conceal the class
realities associated with these concepts (Aronowitz, 1975). Terms of "race", "gender",
and "class" are sociaily constructed, open to interpretation, and generally referenced to

the ideological perspective of whoever might be using them for whatever purpose.
Poverty gives community context to the cultural experience. The lived experience of
poverty crosses cultural borders (Giroux, 1992). A clearer understanding of these
concepts is g&ed when language changes to describe race as being non-white, gender as
being non-male, and class as being poor.

Education is a Political Act

In political economic ternis, education may be understood as an ideological state
apparatus that is heavily dependent on a large number of workers to make it operate
effectively for the state (Comgan and Leonard, 1978). Conceived this way, education is

a political act Freire, 1973) and it becornes a necessary tool for those living in econornic
disadvantage to bring about social change. Within the politics of change, schools hold
potential for collective action. Working together broadens an alliance fiom an
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individualized experience to the experience of collectivity. This can "provide individuals

who feel harried and trapped in society with a real opportunity for community activity . . .
for some profound education, for a real attempt to grasp a piece of the social world and
change it" (Comgan and Leonard, 1978, 148). This stniggle exists for children and their
families living the urban core of Winnipeg. Establishing a link between history and
policy show how some things can change in our educational practice which can help to
define solutions to address the root problem of poverty.

Poverty is systernic causing inner city children to endure oppression. Left alone in their
will not develop the cntical understanding they need to shape, to create,
c o m m ~ t ythey
,

and to participate in their world. Disadvantaged children see themselves through the eyes
of the advantaged. Poverty makes people objects having to adapt to things done to them
and to their comrnunity. Freire describes this adaptive behavior as characteristic of the

animal world. People become dehumanized but this can be overcome if people are able
to interact with, rather than adapt to, their world (Freire, 1973).

Conscientizacao means the awakening of critical awareness. Freire describes it as a
process of becoming more fully human divided into stages of magical, naive, and critical
consciousness. Magical individuals conform to the situation in which they k d
themselves. Naive individuals blame themselves for their situation and spend al1 their
energy trying to conform to the system. Cntical awareness leads people to see the system

as needing to be transformed and themselves as agents of change.

This understanding exacts a role for urban core schools to engage learners to become
actors, not acted upon, in their community. High test scores and h a h g students feel
good about themselves are not sufficient indicators of effective teaching practice. If
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anything, emphasis on these outcomes reinforces adaptive kinds of behavior children
should be encouraged to grow through. Indicators of school irnprovement in the urban
core should reflect developing levels of critical awareness demonstrated by learners in
interaction with their community. Initiatives which focus only on the learner as the locus
for change are likely to be those of the conventional sort characterized as a matter of
course by their fùnction as systems-maintaining. Innovations refiecting collective
interests assist schools to respond to a community of learners where a11 have a part in
creating and sustaining change.

. . .of fundamental importance to education as an authentically gnosiological
condition is the probIematization of the world of work, products, ideas,
convictions, aspirations, myths, art, sciences, the world in short of culture and
history which is the result of relations between human beings and the world. To
resent this human world as a problem for human beings is to propose that they
enter into it cntically, t a h g the operation as a whole, their action, and that of
others in it.
(Freire, 1973, 155)

Freire claims that the aim of education should be for liberation, rather than domestication,

of the human experience. Being disempowered does not mean being without potential
for change. Recognizing strengths of children and families in the urban core, partïcularly
the strong survival skills wbich people develop in order to cope in conditions of
economic disadvantage, provides a basis upon which to build community development
strategies. The challenge to those of us working in urban schools is to engage community
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in a learning process that allows people to problematize their experiences so as to develop

the critical consciousness necessary for them to become constructive actors in their
realities. Rather than requiring students to adjust to schools, school c m adapt to the
developmental needs of the students in them. Recognizing the real needs that poverty
creates for students is a vital understanding for educators. What cornes with this
understanding is the ability to perceive the widening gap between rich and poor. Not
necessarily as clear is the discernment of the difference between compensation and

charity, on the one han& and justice and redress, on the other. Of rnost importance in this
analysis is the ability to identie one's own role as maintahhg or transfonuhg our social
world.
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Empowerment is nghtly conceptualized as collective social action. The notion of
"literacy" provides illustration. Literacy as a goal in itself is not enough when working

with a "marginalized" comrnunity. Freire refers to this need to extend learning beyond
the '%banking" concept of education:

The more students work at storing the deposits entrusted to them, the
less they will develop the cntical consciousness which would result
fÏom their intervention in the world as transfomers of that world. The
more completely they accept the passive role imposed on them, the more
they tend sirnply to adapt to the world as it is and to take the fragmented
view of reaiity deposited in them . . . The bankùig approach to adult
education, for exarnple, will never propose to students that they cdically
consider reality. It will deal instead with such vital questions as whether
Roger gave green g r a s to the goat, and insist that, on the contrary
Roger gave green g r a s to the rabbit.
(Freire, 2 97O,6O-61)

A literacy of thoughtfuloess involves both the exercise of thought and a certain amount of
caring about other thinkers in past and present communities (Brown, 1991). Applied
literacy enables people to articulate important needs for their comrnunity. It is a way to
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establish visibility and voice with accompanying practical solutions, not just working on
assurnptions about invisibility. But when democratic ideals of equality and justice are
contradicted in societal practices, stereotyping, fiapentation, isolation, invisibility, and
imbalance results. In his research study on Literacy reform efforts, Brown provides an
explanatioil for this:

Although we have enomous evidence and common sense to back us up
on this point, we have also found it politically dinicult to assert vigorously that

al1 children can learn whatever they are motivated to learn and whatever they are
given appropriate opportunities to learn. To be sure, the basic structures of
schoohg were established when this was not widely believed; it appeared that
only a few students had the intelligence to excel at schoolwork, just as it appeared
that only a few people could excel at being millionaires or rulers of vast empires.
It appeared that poor people and minorities - and, in fact, the rnajonty of young
people who swarmed into schools during the Great Depression - lacked the
interest, intelligence, and willpower to tackle academic success. It appeared that a

high I.Q. was the key to academic success, and only a few people had high 1.Q.s.
It appeared that children had to leam how to compete so they could fit into a dogeat-dog, cornpetitive world. There had to be winners, and there had to be losers;
schools had to sort out people into the economic and social strata that were best
for them. Allowing that it al1 made sense at one time and was consistent with the
economic and social realities of the early twentieth century, it has not made sense
for the past fifty years, and it does not fit the economic and social realities we
have faced during that period.
(Brown, 1991,250-25 1)
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People are Community

Education and comrnunity building are human endeavors and, because of this, we need to
be mindfil of fbndamental assumptions about human nature that necessady influence
practice in schools. Early in life, we begin to develop a perspective on the world, a world
view that has to do with beliefs about what it means to be human in this world. Teachers'
enterprise, both in the classroom and as it spins out to influence school administration

and school organization, has strong roots in what people believe about life and, as such,
about notions of what things are good and not good. Beliefs about the human capacities
for good or propensities for evil, innate goodness versus homo dementias, are revealed in
day to day living and in the work that we do. This is just as apparent in practice in

schools as in other work places and daily life situations. In presenice training days and,
then, in professional development activities once on the job, teachers learn how to be

good at their work. Less clear, though, is how teachers can apply these skills to
accomplish good. A main tenet of this study is that doing 'good' in educational practice,
at the local school level, is a fundamental step in the movement toward greater social
justice. Further, the essence of what is good in education is measured by the extent to
which equity and justice is reflected as practice. This requires us to go beyond an
understanding of human nature to an understanding of hurnan oppression and how we can
work collectively toward a just and equitable educational transformation.

The local school is a critical site for social change with many and real opportunities for us
al1 to become actors, rather than acted upon, in our social world (Freire, 2972). With the
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recognition that systems work to keep poor families poor, cornes the understanding that
the local school likely contributes to these mechanisms. If teachers are to be agents of
change in the social arena, then they use their voices to confiont this injustice, and
encourage the voice of others. The nature of good in comrnunity-based schooling moves
beyond the actions of dismantling systernic barriers of poverty, to inform practice with
essential questions which assist our judgment and which involve a s h g what is best? ,
what is right?, what is doable? and what do we know? Thoughtful analysis about good
educationd practice involves questions of values, mord and practical considerations, and
reflection on experience. It implies a vision that goes beyond the parameters of the job
which leads to cntical action situated in the context of cornmunity. Schooling and
c~culum
can address cultural differences by becoming fülly aware of the political
economic nature of the school system and the enormity of class struggle.

The challenge is to create at the level of every day life a commitment
to solidarity with the oppressed and an identification with past and
present struggles against impenalisrn, against racism, against sexism,
against homophobia, against al1 those practices of unfieedom associated

with living in a white supremacist capitalist society. As participants in such a
challenge we become agents of history by living the moral commitment to
fkeedom and justice, by maintainhg a loyalty to the revolutionary domain of
possibility, by speaking tmth to power, and by creating a collective voice out
of the farthest reaching "we" - one that unites all those who suffer under
capitalism, patriarchy, racism, and colonialism throughout the globe.
(McLaren, 1997,288)
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Political economy influences radical theones of schooling helping to "unravel" the
ideological intetests embedded in the school system,. the curriculum, the systems of
instruction, and the modes of evaluation (Giroux, 1983). Such foundational
understandings are the fimdarnental basis for teachiog and leaming about important
questions at the core of our social world; to account for why there are such extremes of
rich and poor among us for example. Radical theonsts understand that the basis for al1
leaming is the struggle for a quaLitatively better iife For al1 (Giroux, 1983). Educational
reform as a reaction to economic crises denies the social responsibility of education to

serve people:

We need to fight not oniy for an education system that recognizes its
preeminently socid role, but also for the reassertion of social objectives as
the prime task of politics and the subordination of the economic to social

imperatives in the wider sphere.
Pates, 1992, 17)

People are community. Every single person has capacities that can be used to make a
contribution. Zn doing this, people feel valued, p o w e f i l and well connected to others
around them. And the community wilI be more powerEul because of the contributions
each person makes (McKnight, 2993).
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One defmition of poverty is Statistics Canada Low Incorne Cut-Off
(LICO), commonly known as the 'poverty line'. By this definition,
poverty in Winnipeg's inner city has increased dramatically over the
past 25 years. Indeed, by this defmition, poverty in Winnipeg's inner
city has reached levels that are simply outrageous: the proportion of
inner-city families with incomes below the LICO has grown from 32.6
percent in 1971, to 4.3 percent in 1991 and 50.8 percent

- more than

half of ali inner city families - in 1996.

Solutions That Work: Fighting Poverty in Winnipeg's 112 ri er City

Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, 1999

Critical Theory and Inner City Education

There is an underrepresentation of educational concems related to poverty that address
structural inequaiity and almost an absence of class-based analysis in academic discourse
on inner city education. This underrepresentation and meager interest in equality and
justice as issues in education are underscored by data which show the growing gap
between rich and poor, the systemic maintenance of opportunity and advantage for a few

and exploitation and disadvantage for many.
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Cnticd theory in education represents an altemate perspective to address this theory
practice gap which continues to present very real and significant challenges. A critical
perspective moves educational theorizing towards the action of inclusion, it transcends
debate on method to concentrate on application, and establishes within the knowledge
base, ways of thinking necessary when bringing together econornic theory and
educational practice.

Critical pedagogy, in this sense, remains committed to the practical realization of
self-determination and creativity on a collective social scale. When 1 think of
critical pedagogy as a practice of liberation, 1 diink not only of Paulo Freire,
Augusto Boal, Rosa Luxemburg, Judi Barri,Che Guevara, and Maicom X, for
example, but also, of Erniliano Zapata. . . Like Zapata, critical educators need to
wage nothing less than war in the interests of the sacredness of human life,
collective dignity for the wretched of the earth, and the right to live in peace and
harmony.
(McLaren, 1998, 13)

Understanding that schools do contribute to inequality is foudational to a critical
perspective. To start, it is useful to consider what is already h o w n and accepted in the
field. Next steps include the acceptance of the transformational role for schooling in the
social development of our world and the recognition of alternative perspectives so to
expand, strengthen, and legitimate alternative ideas for educational administration
research and practice. Critical theorizing represents such an approach to understand fkom
history and £?om the poor how these conditions are a result of the structures of our social
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world and, M e r , to understand how through school leadership, schoo1organization and

change processes can shift to become community-based.

When inner city schools fail to perceive poverty as a presenting problem it is some
indication that pressing social issues will not be addressed and, by default, these schools
will likely fail at their educational mission. Though there may be serious disagreement as
to the nature and causes of poverty, there is great consensus on schools being special
places where children shodd be able to grow to their full capacities. With this common
objective ui mind, we c m identiQ, better understand, and act upon the processes,
linkages, and opportunities to bring about change. The school is a criticai setting to
engage in processes that transcend existing social redities and transfom existing
economic arrangements toward the more fully human experience of equality and justice.

Outsider Research

We know that research done well, in both its quantitative and qualitative forms, is a
significant tool in understanding and irnproving educational policy and practice (Apple,
1994). But research which answers a question relies on the question that is asked which,

in tum, depends on who is asking the question. Zn inner city education, this difficulty is
apparent when studying educational issues related to poverty. The critical distinction
between research designed to answer a question or questions as compared to research
designed to provide solutions to a problem or problems is a difference of involvement on
the part of the researcher. For people who are poor, the research which quantifies or
elicits the causal effects of poverty, or tells a story of the poverty experience, is not as
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relevant or useful as is participatory action research that is engaged to offset causes of
poverty or reduce its effects. The next section shows how methodology is less an issue
than is the perspective or stance of the researcher and the concomitant theoretical
coII1I13itments that innuence research studies.

With much at stake, particular care must be taken in the conception and irnplementation
of research strategies for the inner city. I point, by way of example, to a recent study
conducted on ghetto schooling by Anyon. Her research presents a historical account of
the city and schools of Newark over the last 100 years with primary sources being
archival materials such as newspapers, printed documents, and interviews with
participants and knowledgeable observers. She is clear that her work is not a social
history and that we will not hear the voices of the residents of Newark about their
feelings and actions about educational developments in their city. Anyon's work cornes
under criticism by subjects of the study.

When 1 presented to teachers and administrators a draft of my experience
at Marcy School - which included my perceptions of abusive statements
made by both black and white adults or children in the schooI - there were
some painful moments. The teachers who met with me to discuss the draft
(al1 of whom happened to be PLfrican American), admitted that 1had not
made any mistakes other than the grade placement of a few children, but
expressed anger that 1 would see their school in such a negative way.

1 was told later that a leader of the black parents, after reading the
manuscript, tore it into pieces and said that it was "just another white
person trashing the school."
(Anyon, 1997, xix)
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Anyon attributes îhis reaction to differences in meanings that occur when observed
conditions, such as those i n v o l h g race, are socially constructed and are dependent on
vantage point. What appeared to h y o n to be abuse couid be, by Afi5ca.n Amencan
teachers, interpreted as strict discipline. She defends her position as outside observer
thinkiog such that newness of impression could weigh in as valuable being able to see
things that long-time participants cease to perceive as remarkable.

This problem becomes generalized as a researcher dilemma when Anyon descnbes
seeing what she considered to be abuse of children during her school-based research but
not doing anything about it. This is kind of research difficulty experienced by outsiders
is a conflictual predicaments that is real and conceming.

Awkwardness of research stance can also interfere with credibility and dissemination.
Even with a shared interest in making schools more effective, the relationship between
the researcher and the researched can be problematic. Riffel and Levin descnbe the
situation which resulted when they attempted to conduct research in three schools with
the teachers "as partners. . . in the search for more effective change in their own settings"
(Riffel and LeWi, 1986, 110):

. . . (0)ur approach did not work with them. We now wonder if the kind of
relationship we sought - one of equal coilaboration between teachers and researchers is indeed possible. Perhaps the lifeworlds of the two activities are simply too far apart
to allow bridges to be built.

. . . We suspect, however, that it is next to impossible for
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researchers' accounts to form the basis for sustained reflection and action on the part

of teachers, any more than one culture might decide to change its patterns on the
basis of a report done by someone fiom another culture. . . . While the outcomes of
our work have not saddened us, they have made us wonder. Ironically, the persons
who may reflect on the project in such a way as to change what they do could turn out
to be the researchers themselves.

(Riffel and Levin, 1986, 117-118)

This calI for self-examination by the researcher is a necessary, approaching courageous,
step in transforming the requirements for researchers to be participants in that which is
under study.

Critical Participatory Research

While studies show extreme negative impacts of poverty on student achievement, on
diminishing individual human capacity, on outcomes for poor families as played out in

economic and social spheres, and on diminishing social dernocracy, research efforts fiom
the academic community and f?om the field have had limited impact. To understand why
this is the case, it is usefül to consider the ways in which participatory research might be
conducted in schools.

Zn his study of collaborative research, Levin identifies three basic research orientations

which he labels the pragmatic, the philosophical, and the political (Levin, 1993). Levin
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describes the pragmatic perspective as one that views research as having greater impact
when there is participation by people involved in the study. For example, evaluation
studies that seek people's input right fkom the beginning do so in the belief that there will
be increased confidence in the research hdings. Levin identifies the philosophical
position as one that supports leaming about the social world fiom the people in it. He
cites the work of Thomas Greenfield who allowed subjectivity to enter the discourse on
people and organizations in educational administration theory. In describing the third
perspective, the politicai one, Levin identifies the influences of adult education, feminist
research, and critical theory:

The third orientation is political. Here the argument is that researchers have
a moral obligation not just to study, but also to act in the interests of those
they study. Research is seen to be part of the political world where solving
problems is as important as i d e n t i m g them.
The political orientation is especially strong in three bodies of work. One is
adult education, where it grows firom work that centers on empowering leamers.
The second is feminist research, where a cornmitment to action is often regarded

as required of feminist researchers. . . . A third is cntical theory, in which the
commitment to improvement is seen as a fundamental requirement for research.
(Levin, 1993,332)

A political research orientation, particularly as innuenced by critical theory, would
include advocates of collaboration through critical participatory research. Critical
research efforts can be infiuenced by third world and rural development and development
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efforts for the urban poor which share cornmon history and purpose. Popular education
and participatory action research are two central traditions of nonformal education.
Popular education is highly critical of mainstream education, seeking to empower the
marginalized, the disenfkanchised, and the poor. Participatory action research combines
research, educational work, and social action (Torres, 1995, 237).

Fine defines activist research as that which links "what is" to "what could be", using "We

" instead of "I",electing a political and intellectual cornmitment to the fiision of the
personal and professional, the individual and coiIective. "Essentid to an activist stance,
then, - be it feminist, m c a n Amencan, socialist-femuiist, educational, or postrnodem -

is that researcher activists, ùiformants, and other audiences be engaged as critical
participants" (Fine, 1994).

Fine organizes social research differences into three categories of ventriloquy, voice, and
activism. Ventriloquy is research conducted with an unauthored voice without race,
gender, class, or stance. The absence of "I" irnplies that the subjects are objects al1 the
while calling them subjects. It is an approach which denies politics to accomplish the
very political work of social research (Fine, 1994). According to Fine, use of voices in
research, such as narrative inquiry and cntical ethnography, may result in a persona1
reflection as a form of ventdoquism. Fine explains "when voices - as isolated and
innocent moments of experience - organize our research texts, there is often a subtle slide
toward romantic, uncritical, and uneven handling, and a stable refüsal, by researchers, to
explicate our own stances and relations with these voices" (Fine, 1994,22).

Kincheloe argues that the conventional rnethods of evaluation of educational practice
show tendencies toward studying and measuring that which is of least cost but not
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necessarily that which is important or valued in education. Action research concepts such

as -the promotion of greater teacher self-understanding of his or her practices, conceptual
change, and appreciation of the social forces that shape the school are ignored in the
traditional research classes (Kincheloe, 1995). Levin observes that 'the degree of
advocacy for collaboration . . .is not nearly equaled by work which is actually
collaborative " and that the "simple and powerfûl reason why this is true" is that "writing

about or advocating colIaboration is much easier than doing collaborative research

(Levin, 1993, 332). In the next section, a review of educational administration as a field
of study links the reluctance to do collaborative research to past tendencies in the field to
overlook critical theory.
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Educational Administration as a Field of Study

Educational administration has been described as scholarly enterprise seemingly
incapable of escaping narcissism and the tyranny of isolation (Waker, 1984.) The
explanatory aspect of the study of administrative behavior in education appears to be an
incomplete anthology of shoa stones connected by no particular story line or major
themes (Boyau, 1988). Bates challenges the field as being content with the
contemplation of a m e r twenty-five years of drift and disillusion:

What are we to make of a field that brushes aside serious criticisms of
epistemological and ontological foundations of its preferred theoretical base?
That is complacently satisfied with the maintenance of a status quo which is
regarded by practitioners and public alilce as less and less adequate? That regards
the role of theory in sustaining and developing practice as only marginally
relevant? Certainly not that is a field working towards the challenge of an
alternative paradigm.
(Bates, 1988, 7)

A review of the literature in educational administration reveals a perceived range of

options for practice. Griffiths defines the field in terms of traditional and nontraditional
approaches with the latter meaning to consider alternatives but not reject conventional
ideas. Griffiths contends that traditional theory and research in educational
administration should not be under attack. "The usual way of 'doing business' needs no
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defense. . .we must admit that the traditional approach has been fhitful, if incomplete"
(Griffiths, 1991.)

The point is, 1 believe, that many problems in educational administration
are best examined through traditional theones and methods, but there are

others that are no t. In fact, if the researcher is wearuig spectacles of
traditional theory, he or she does not even see many problems. Research

in educational administration should be done using appropriate theories
and methodologies. Researchers should be trained in a wide varïety of

theones and methodologies and should use those that are most appropnate
to soIve the problem at hand.
(Griffiths, 1991,263)

The acceptance of no one nght way is holding strong currency i
n recent accounts of the
field. Yet, is this truly the case? It seems that, while liberating us £kom many of the
conslraints of conventional practice, as Gnfiths suggests, the field remains largely
influenced by policies and practice of the mainstrem. Respected scholars in the field
clearly continue to favour science as rnethod, although not necessarily articulated as a
world view. "There are powerful and exciting philosophical alternatives to the various

forms of subjectivism, critical theory, and postrnodernism in vogue today. Trendy as
they may be, these latter views are flawed and promise to contribute little to our
understanding of how schools work and how they might be improved. Students of
educational administration need greater exposure to antipositivistic thinking that shows
scientific inquiry to be the enormously important, if very human, activity that it
is"(Wïllower, 1996).
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Willower's understanding of educational theory and its role in contributing to the social
development of our world suggests a broadened lmowledge base that integrates
philosophic ideas. Meier writes of the importance of opemess to Other ideas, and of our
willingness to suspend belief long enough to entertain ideas contrary to our own, "the
habit of stepping into the shoes of others -- both intellectually and emotionally," as key
ingredients to democratic education.

1consider informed skepticism - a willing suspension of prior belief - to

be at the heart of democratic education, a habit or disposition natural to
young children and essential to open society.
(Meier, 1996, 272)

There appears to be growing recognition of the need for the resurgence of the ideals of
cornmunity, democracy, and social responsibility in the academic world and an irony in
the growing voice, heard fkom leaders in the field, of the need to broaden the field to
admit change. Reyes identifies the need to reinvent our schools as if the future rnatters,

the need to treat children as human citizens and not as potential robots to fil1 slots in the
job market (Reyes, 1993). Bredeson emphasizes the need for an authentic scholarly
community and suggests a move away fiom the curent situation where the values and
norms of generosity, faimess, mutual respect, and social responsibility are given
diminished importance in research universities that are guided by norms of materialism,
iadividualism, and competitiveness (Bredeson, 1994).
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In light of these needs, it is apparent that ontological and epistemic arguments about what
constitutes a best howledge base for educational theorking and practice are missing
some very critical dialectical considerations on issues of class, race, and gender, notions
of community and culture. Somewhat prescient in recognizing the potential impact of
postmodem rhetoric very early on in what is now a growing, and seemingly endless
theory discourse, Hodgkinson comments on how the field, rather than broadening, is
potentially inhibiting its own development.

Fïrst, and most important, is that the tension between opposing positions qualitative-quantitative, art-science, subjective-objective, individual-collective,

phenomenological-iogical - has never been resolved- In t e m s of Hegelian
dialectics no synthesis has been achieved. As (Greenfield) put its, . . -no phoenix
has arisen f?om the ashes because there are no ashes. Nor, despite protestations
by the late William Wafker, is there any intellectually defensible melding of the
opposing positions about the truth and nature of organizational life. Willower's
neo-Deweyan pragmatism is certainly no synthetic resolution; nor is the
coherentist physicalism of Evers and Lakomski. And the complementary notion
of unity in diversity expounded by Boyan, . . . represents an understandable but in
the end tender-rninded abdicôtion of the attempt to d e h e a new paradigm.

(TXodgkinson, 1993, in Greenfield on Educational Administration, xiv)

Uncritical Educational Administration

Poverty and Inner City Education

This section presents an account of why there is an absence of more cntical ways of

thinking in educational debates. It explains the apparent contradictions between the
publicly affirmed aims for educational administration and how things actually appear in
the field by examining the theoretical underpinnings and differences in historical

understanding that have held, and still hold, the most influence on educational research
and practice.

Perhaps the most sipificant influence early on in the development of educational
administration as a distinct field of study came with the introduction of scientific
management to education (Taylor, 19 11). This influence continued as administrative
theonsts sought to develop comprehensive conceptualizations of educational leadership.
First published in 1945, Herbert Simon's Administrative Behavior put fonvard an
approach that presents as method value-fiee inquiry into decision-making and
administrative rationality. Even today, these methods are considered to provide the way
by which we c m be certain of reliable knowledge about educational administration as
practice. "Simon's great contribution was bis recognition that making decisions is the
essence of administration. In a way not found in previous studies, he saw that decisions
are taken by human beings, not by boxes drawn on an organization chart" (Greenfield,
1993, 137).

While positivism continued to dominate the field, scholars began to study administrative
behavior rather than organizational behavior. Spearheading the New Movement that still
continues to innuence theory and research in the field, Halpin put fonvard a paradigm
that attributed clear and measurable outcornes for an organization but considered
administrative behavior as the variable that could potentially impede or assure
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organizational goals.

Administration as a normative discipline deais with how an administrator
ought to behave and is predicated upon an ideal situation in which time is
theoretically innnite and choices are not coercive; in studying
administration as social scientists, the concern is with how administrators
actually behave in the 'real' world where time is limited and choices must
be made.

Extending the contribution of social sciences to the field, Getzel's operationai mode1
identified major dimensions of social behavior to account for the persona1 antecedents of
leadership. This mode1 considered the contextual factors that impinge on leader's

thinking and behavior and the variables subject to leader's influence and organizational
outcornes (Getzels, Lipham, and Campbell, 1968). The notion of paradigrn was
introduced to support attempts to establish alternatives to traditional theones of science
(Kuhn, 1962).

Allowing for subjectivity such that science is governed by ways of seeing things,
evidence of this approach is seen in educational administration research that uses
fiameworks for investigations. Since the early 1970ts, the paradigm perspective has
taken root in educational administration. While this kind of organizational theorizing
addresses values and context for administrative practice, recent attention to issues of
diversiw broaden the field to acknowledge the impact of culture on administrative
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training and practice. And, there is growing recognition that culturalIy-related
differences create a need to localize knowledge underlying administrative preparation
(Hallinger and Leithwood, 1996).

For the past 30 years, professional preparation and development
programmes have sought prîmarily to teach prospective administrators
about the field of educational administration. The curriculum content has
focused primarily on theories and concepts denved fiom the social
science disciplines of sociology, psychology, economics and political
science. The predominant modes of instruction have been lecture and
group discussion, with case teaching, simulations and experiential
learning finding occasional favour among certain professors and in
selected programs.

. . . On entry into the field, however, graduates of these

training programmes report that relatively little of the knowledge to which
they have been exposed seems relevant to the problems and tasks they
confkont on the job,

(Hallinger and Leithwood, 1996, 120,italics in original text)

Accounting for why educational administration is largely an uncritical field links to the
reality that educational administration theory does not escape fiom the prevailing
orthodoxy of thought which is empiricist and individuahtic. It is thinking which does
not encourage a dialectic and whose preferred research methods are fiom a science world
view which fits perceptions to the world rather than shaping the world to fit o u perceptions (Whitehead, 1929). The abstraction of science to methodology confuses
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science as lcnowledge with "scientific method" and t u m s the study of educational
administration uito a problem of method (Culbertson, 1988). As such, theorizing about
educational administration has become a problem of instrumental strategies and, in the
face of methodological controversy, practical realities are lefl unconsidered (Bookchin,
199 1).

Theoretical treatises on the nature of leadership, particularly in educational
administration as it is considered a field of management, are transferred across cultures

with insufficient consideration as to cultural validity. Research and practical expenence
support the notion that interpretation and application of knowledge - learning - is a
culturally-mediated activity (Hallinger and Leithwood, 1996). Yet, the intellectud
traditions and practices of other cultures have been either overlooked or judged within the
implicit assumptions of western cultures. This understanding represents a challenging
issue to be addressed in the field. With consideration of culturally-related differences in
the practice of educational administration, certain questions resonate as being classrelated differences, too.

Building on Hallinger and Leithwood's work on culture and educational administration,
concerns of class overlay concerns of culture. 1s there a bottomline, universal,
knowledge base regardless of culture? of class? 1s the appropriateness or effectiveness of
training and methods related to the culture of practitioners? the class of practitioners?
Depending on the answers to these questions, how should educational leaders respond to
issues of culture? issues of class? social and econornic issues in education?
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Critical Theory and Educational Administration

Within the domain of societal and cultural influences on schooiing, there is the acadernic

argument that presents educational administration as a field of study that needs to commit
to democracy by developing a theoretical framework for addressing the issues of racism,
sexism, and classism; by fighting politically to ensure the creation of conditions that
foster the practices of cultural democracy; and recruiting s tudents, professors, and
administrators fiom marginalized and historically underrepresented groups who have
been excluded &orn the councils of power (Hoy, 1994). Yet, analysis of syilabi collected
fkom faculties of educational administration, show that the approaches taken in course
content socialize graduates intellectually and theoretically to mainstream interpretations
of educational administration and to a general systems theory in particular (Niccolaides
and Gaynor, 1992,262).

The major conclusion of the study is that, with a few notable exceptions,
teaching in these courses is limited to topics and themes shaped by
traditional perspectives. Alternative perspectives, such as
phenomenology, ethnomethodology and critical theory, and symbolic
interactionism, which are widely discussed in the scholarly literature,
were neither consistently nor systematically incorporated in the courses
examined. Issues such as those dealing with race, gender, ethnicity, and
social class were underrepresented.
(Niccolaides and Gaynor, 1992,263)
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Advocates for change in education seem to rely on rnainstream theoretical orientations
while cntical theory in education, with its clearly stated aims for social transformation, is
kept at the periphery of the field. CnticaI theory is more than just intellectual debate, it
presents alternatives to orthodox accounts of educational theory. Yet, cntical theory in
educational administration has been systematically excluded as a body of scholarship
because it does not subscribe to a positivistic way of viewing the universe (Foster, 1986).
With its roots in radicalism, critical theory not o d y links behaviour to the interest it
embodies but extends beyond the b i t s of subjectivity which Say what is, or what shouid
be, to Say how things can be (Giroux, 1983). This is the importance of critical theory
because it promotes reflective action and engages collective political efforts.

Critical theorking is important to parents, teachers, and students in tackling the important
issues of social and econornic determination oriented toward social justice (Foster, 1986).
It is a different way of thùiking about education that calls for reflection on practice to
challenge the conventional ways of doing things. Cntical analysis as a process for
practice that will bring about more adequate solutions to problems, yet critical theory
argues against one best system:

No solution is presented, only the suggestion that the effort is worth the
energy. No recipe for action is given, only the idea that action is needed
and valued. No formula is proffered, only the clue that change occurs

through reflective consideration of ideas.

Critical perspective considers how schools can educate for democracy both through
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c d c u l a and pedagogical practices. Teachers are regarded as intellectuals and not as
technicians. Teachers "take an active role in raising questions about what they teach,
how they are to teach, and the larger goals for which they are striving" (Girow, 1992,

268). They take a more critical role in reconstnicting educational leadership to be
consistent with what it means to make cultural diversity and social justice central to
pedagogy and democratic life.

The foundations of a critical approach are based on critical social theory- Central to this
theory is the relationship of schooling to cultural reproduction.

In our current historical situation we can and need to become aware

of the reproductive and productive ways that schools create visions of
both the past and the future in each generation. Visions of the past
reproduce class and gender relationships; visions of the future moclie
historical relationships by innovative educational practices. A critical
examination that adopts leadership as its h m e helps to reformulate
visions, enabling a more equitable future for new generations.
(Foster, 20 1, 15)

Critical approaches to educational research and practice offer insights into how forms of
governance, resource allocations, and leadership practice perpetuate rather than elhinate
inequality and injustice (Robinson, 1998). But, it seems that these theoretical accounts
do not necessarily result in effecting structural change. Robinson addresses this issue as
to why critical theory does not move beyond critique to the tramformative process
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supposed to be central to critical theory. To be an effective theory of change, cntical
theory shifts its methodological approaches to enable it to achieve its tram formative
purposes. For those concemed with change in education, new ways of understanding
problems of agency, motivation, and resistance depend on the ability to make
fundamental shifis in their understanding of their own and others' role in its origins and
persistence (Robinson, 1994). Dialogue to promote this understanding between
researcher and researched requires intellectual cornmitment to establish a shared
understanding to drive the change process.

The effectiveness of a theory is enhanced to the extent that it generates
explanations which point the way to a problem's resolution, that it fosters
the identification and motivation of agents whose energy and cornmitment
can drive the change process, and that it incorporates a micropolitics that

helps critical researchers collaboratively resolve the ethical dilemmas
inherent in the approach.
(Robinson,lW8,l7)

The importance of critical theory is not only that it promotes reflective action, but, also,
that it can engage collective political efforts among parents, teachers, and students, to
work on the important issues of social and economic determination.

Administration must at its heart be informed by critical models oriented
toward social justice and individual fieedom. This is not just "nice"; it
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determines our entire way of life and the purpose of our rnost important
social institution, education.
(Foster, l986,l3)

Foster argues for the reconstruction of administrative science as a moral science, not of
the spiritual or religious sort, but in its professional, cultural and ethical sense.

As a moral science, the science of administration is concemed with the
resolutions of moral dilemmas. A cntical and a literary mode1 of
administration helps to provide us with the necessary context and
understanding wherein such dilemmas c m be wisely resolved.
(Foster, 24, 15)

Conceptual analysis kom a cntical perspective ernphasizes the cornmitment to
democracy as the primary function for educational leadership. Cntical participants in
education leam histoncal perspective and understand that the way things are is not the
way they have always been or must necessarily be in the future. They use the language
of social criticism and have the ability to think in oppositional ternis. They use the
language of remembrance and understand knowledge as a social and historical
construction that is always the object of struggle. They use critical imagination having
the vision to see schools as the essential institution for reconstructing and furthering a
democratic and just culture.
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There is potential to develop an emancipatory theory of leadership using language that is
theoretically rigorous, pub Licly accessible, ethically grounded, and which speaks to a
sense of utopian purpose. To do this, we need to answer the questions about the kind of
citizens we hope to produce through public education and about the kind of society we
want to create (Giroux, 1992). Dialogue between researcher and practitioner requires
intellectual comrnitment to establish a shared understanding to drive the change process.

To generate a new science of educational administration or to posit cntical theory to
counter these approaches does not address the need for societal change nor define the role
for education in that change process. Understanding the link between economic policies
and practices and educational administration broadens the field to admit political
economy as a way of thinking about educational administration. Particularly with
reference to issues of poverty and inner city education, critical educational leadership c m
create structural opportunity to promote student achievement, to develop community, and
to achieve equality.

Theoretical perspective infiuences issues of research methods and applications in ways
that can be potentially either helpfil or h a n f i l to the learners in the inner city. This
group stands to gain the most depending on how solutions are conceived to address a
theory- practice gap which, at present, still tends to suspend practical action in favour of
academic debate. With consideration paid to the impact of ciass, the concept of
community is particularly important in the analysis of the potential of cornmunity
economic development as an approach to constructive change in inner city education.

Just as using community as a context for curriculum inquiry increases the relevance of
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education for families dealing with poverty, community-based schooling c m be a way to
encourage voice and constructive involvement of those who are marginalized or rendered
invisible by vimie of their assignation to living in poverty. This kind of study is a means
to open the field for research beyond conventionai notions of educational administration
and moral leadership to support alternative approaches which link economic solutions as
political expressions in human terms.

This leadership is moral because it emphasizes bringing diverse people into a
common cause by making the school a covenantal community. Covenantal
communities have at their center shared ideas, principles, and purposes that
provide a powerful source of authonty for leadership practice. In covenantal
communities the purpose of leadership is to create a shared followership. Leaders

in covenental cornmunities fiuiction as head followers.

The role school leaders play in addressing poverty issues in imer city education is to
work with others towards the achievement of equality through participatory democratic
education such that students, and their families, c m acquire both the skills and the
disposition necessary for strong citizenship and social responsibility. This role requires a
holistic view of schools as less hierarchical, embracing community, celebrating diversity,
and better serving students by fostering a sense of community and promoting ways to
advance solidarity and diversity simultaneously (Boscardin and Jacobson, 1997;
Goodlad, 1994; Sergiovanni, 2000).
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From the alternative perspective of cornrnunity economic development, the assumption is
made that achieving equality in education is an action to be taken, not a condition to be
received. Inequality will not be eliminated by strengthening poor families but, rather, the
achievement of equaiity will strengthen the family, the community, and the nation (Ryan,
1972). Structural opportunity at the local school and community Ievel offers potential for

change and hope for solutions.

Without a minimum of hope, we cannot so much as start the struggle. But
without the stmggle, hope, as an ontological need, dissipates, loses its
bearings, and turns into hopelessness. Hence a need for a kind of
education in hope . . . . One of the tasks of the progressive educator,
through a serious, correct political analysis, is to unveil opportunities for

hope, no matter what the obstacles may be.
(Freire, 1994, 9)

Strong educational leadership does not only corne kom the school principd but it is
certainly fostered by whomever is in that position. Parents, children, and teachers al1
have leadership roles in community change. This is why it is important for educational
administration to embrace critical perspectives on schooling and schooi leadership, to
explore participatory research methods, and to seek broader knowledge on issues of
poverty and social change. To do otherwise keeps educational leadership efforts well
intentioned but poorly informed and the conventional ways of doing things simply

maintain inner city social and economic realities.
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While the causes of poverty are deeply rooted in the international and
national structure of Our society, the potential for reclaiming and
creating wealth a t the local community level should not be minimized.
A community economic development approach provides people who are

concerned about the social and economic conditions of the inner city of
Winnipeg 6 t h proven strategies for developing greater community
self reliance and long term well being.

It's Up Tu AU Of Us: A Guidefor Community Economic Developrnent
in Winnipeg's h n e r City

Community Economic Development Network, 1994.

Introduction

There is good reason to believe, with reference to issues of poverty and education, that
collective action could structure opportunities for the betterment of lives of children and

families in the inner city. Such cornmunity activism could promote increased levels of
student achievement and greater degrees of family and neighbourhood stabilïty through
community economic development (Blakely, 1994; Christenson and Robinson, 1989;

Loxley, 1986; Ross, 1986). Study of the political economy of educational practice
suggests that uncritical orthodoxy in education can be addressed through alternate
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approaches. One such approach recognizes the potential for community econornic
development as a strategy for constructive change in inner city education. In this chapter,
ideas about community, community development, and local econornic development are
examïned as they can be understood to shape the context for communiîy-based schooling
as alternate educational practice in the inner city.

The notion of what is meant by "communiîy-based" depends on how the term cornmunity
is understood. Definition is important in conceptualizing the notion of "community" as it
can provide critical context for teaching and learning in inner city schools. For example,
when the metaphor for schooling changes from organization to community (Sergiovanni,
1993), we understand that what is rneant by cornmunity is educative and developrnental.

Yet, in the absence of action, the idea of '%omrnunity" remains usefùl for scholarship
only as dehition, or as metaphor.

Gai1 Furman-Brown separates the literature on community in education into two strands;
one that considers school-community connections and the other which focuses on the
school itself as a cornmunity. She contends that despite a prolific arnount of writing on
schooI-as-comrnunity, there is little which provides guidance for practice. Even when
there is agreement reached on what community really is, for exarnple how to recognize
community when we see it, there is very iïttle h o w n about how to create and sustain it
(Furman-Brown, 1999). Greene offers the following conceptualization of comrnunity
that embodies both notions of the individual and the collective:

In thinking of community, we need to emphasize the process words:
making, creating, weaving, saying, and the like. Community cannot be
produced simply through rational formulation nor through edict. Like
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fkedom, it has to be achieved by persons offered the space in which to
discover what they recognize together and appreciate in common; they
have to h d ways to make intersubjective sense . . .a space infused by the
kind of imaginative awareness that enables those involved to imagine
alternative possibilities for their own becoming and their group's own becoming.

(Greene, 1995,39)

Just as important as the notion of 'ccommmity is the ways in which the interpretation of
'%ommunity" rnay innuence the definition of "community development" particularly
with respect to determining the objectives for and participation in such developrnent

efforts. Christenson and Robinson conducted an extensive review of the diverse
definitions of community development. They synthesized key aspects to define
c o ~ ~ ~ m u ndevelopment
ity
as "a group of people in a locality initiating a social action
process (i.e. planned intervention) to change their economic, social, cultura1, and/or
environmental situation" (Christenson and Robinson, 1989, 14). Loxley suggests a
similar definition of cornmunity development as "a conscious intervention on the part of
a group of people to shape their lives in directions they feel to be desirable" (Loxley,
1986,2). He goes on to highlight that most of the Literature on community development is
primarily concemed about development processes and less attention is paid to the reasons
why there is a need for such development.

Being largely concerned with ccprocess",however, the literature on cornmunity
development tends to overlook the histoncal factors that give rise to the need

for ccconsciousintervention" by the community. As a result, it also tends to have
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relatively little to Say about possible economic strategies that communities might
adopt to deal with their margînaiiztion. .. . literature on concrete community
experiences tends to be more concerned with history and strategic alternatives

than is the more general theoretical and poiïcy oriented C.D. literature; but as a
rule, the bulk of CD. literature is relatively silent on crucial aspects of economic
strategy communities must c o e o n t if 'community development' is to have any
lasting beneficial impact.

(Loxley, 1986, 3-4, underlinhg in original text)

Orthodox approaches to economic development generally have a narrow a perspective
that emphasizes technical issues mostly concerned with whether a business venture can
succeed in a given marketplace or with government interventions as they might
strengthen the economic base. In economically disadvantaged cornmunities, a much
broader range of issues are involved. Issues to be addressed include political decisions
about the control of the process, who the leading participants are to be, who is to have
access to comrnunily resources, and how the benefits of economic developrnent are to be
distributed (Wien, 1986, 127). Implied in this is a role for the locai school to contribute
to necessary education and training to assist the comrnunity to resolve, even in some part,
these issues surrounding community development and to estabkh, at the local level, new
economic relationships and institutions.

In the underdeveloped inner city, there is potential for the school to promote curriculum

inquiry into community creating learning opportunities to support local development.
With this approach, the resources attached to education becorne an alternate forrn of
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capital and the local school can determine specific ways to use this economic power to
support children and families and to stren,&en

the local economy. Further, educated

people are in the position to constmct a better quality of life in economic terms. Children

and their farnilies in the inner city depend on the local school for educational attainrnent.
Borrowing fiom the work of Coleman (1988), Maeroffdekes this form of capital as
"social capital" (Maeroff, 1998). "The argument is that societies derive economic and
social benefits by investing in people" (Willms, 2000, 1). Investments in education,
health, and nutrition are considered to increase human capital gauged by the knowledge,

cornpetencies, and health of individuals. According to Maeroff:

Schools are strengthened when their communities take seriously the matter of
supporting education and children. When those in poor neighborhoods turn to
activism on behalf of their schools, they usually seek nothing more than the
benefits that corne to affluent youngsters almost as a matter of birthright.
(Maeroff, 1998,8)

Missing fiom the analysis of social capital is the recognition that changing relationships
among people does not necessarily imply changing economic relationships. As Willms
identifies "social capital is undoubtedly correlated at the comrnunity level with the
aspects of economic and human capital which are known to affect social outcomes"
(Willms, 2000, 1). Community economic developrnent is concemed with social and
economic outcomes.
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Conventional Inner City Development

The inner city comrnunity is dependent on the rnainstream urban cornmunity. In
econornic terms, this means a situation in which one economy is conditioned by the
development and expansion of another economy to which the former is subjected
(Brewer, 1980). Urban interests are class interests that perpetuate economic
underdevelopment. Poverty understood in terms of economic forces, social relations,
property rights and power accounts for why so many inner city residents are
marginalized. Poverty is not just a state of deprivation but, instead, it is the kind of
deprivation which results when resources are applied to satis@ the wants of a few while
the many do not even have their basic needs met.

McKnight describes the situation in Amencan cities that bears sirnilarities to what has
happened in Winnipeg's inner city:

No one can doubt that our older cities these days are deeply troubled places.
At the root of the problem are the massive economic shifts that have rnarked
the last two decades. Hundreds of thousands of industrial jobs have either
disappeared or moved away from the central city and its neighbourhoods. And
while many downtown neighbourhoods have experienced a "renaissance," the

jobs created are different fkom those that once sustained neighbourhoods. Either
these new jobs are highly professionalized, and require elaborate education and
credentials for entry, or they are routine, low-paying seMce jobs without much
of a fbture. In effect, these shifts in the economy, and particdarly the removal
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of decent employment possibilities have removed the bottom m g fiom the fabled
American "ladder of oppominity."
(McKnight, 1990, 1)

Within the urban setting, concentration of wealth plays out in the buying of land and

housing and the appropriation of cornmon resources. This, combined with low wages
and unemployment, keep people poor and even make them poorer. The traditions of
mutual responsibility and sharing are weakened and so poor families are weakened,
Mpoverished, and isolated. The urgency of needs in the inner city is met with urban
reform efforts that seem only to tinker with the things that actually require structural
change. A distrust of these reform efforts by those whom they ostensibly benefit has not
sofiened over the years. Eighteen years ago, Roussopoulos predicated the notion of
radical urban change on a belief that such change would corne korn the local workplace
and community levels. These wgings for structural change, nom the "roots up", still
resonate out of the inner city as the quality of urban life continues to be defïned by crises
of gangs, guns, and mon.

We must resist supporting refonnism because not oniy will such
reforms not solve the deep social crisis we are facing but will also
retard the process of developing radical alternatives. A contemporary
radical urban movernent, combining the struggles in the neighbourhoods

with those of the workplace, c m shake up the power structures of big
cities in advanced industrial societies like our own.
(Roussopoulos, 1982,34)
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The definition of cbdevelopment"as being important to understanding cornmunity

economic development should also be highlighted here. Fairbain (199 1) cautions that the
concept of development as growth leads to the idea that economic activity can always be
taken to a next level of intensity and that this thinking can lead to unsupportable results.

We have to be clear, then, that by development we do not mean an openended process of more and more exploitation, more and more complex
technology, less and less control. Development for modem communities
has to be l ï r s t and foremost development of people and development of quality of
life, within a framework of local education and control. It may be that Canada's
rural areas and smaller comniunities, depressed as they are, c m legitimately

sustain a higher level of economic activity and a higher population than they now
have, but one should not assume this as a matter of principle. Maybe they should
be no bigger, only better. The principle is quality of life, based on sustainable and
meaningful values, and this is a principle that appiies to any cornmunity of any

size.
(Fairbain, 1991, 12,)

Development is not necessarily the other side of the coin of underdevelopment (Brewer,
1990). Development efforts which contribute to the "poor" becoming poorer are found in
conventional development strategies which focus on the modern sector with economic
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activities that support the growth of population and migration rates which exceed the
growth of employment opportmities. According to these approaches, migration results

in a better life for those who leave their communities in search of better circumstances
with aspirations to become employed taxpayers. Yet, resulting conditions don't match
this description. Increased levels of structural unemployment and immiseration of the
traditional sector are some manifestations of conventional development. Community
economic development does not focus only on the traditional as opposed to the modem
sector but, rather, recognizes the capacities within the traditional sector to foster and
sustain local development.

Just as for the ternis "comrnunity", "community development", and "development",
Loxley cites the need for clarity as to the meaning of "'econornic strategies" as they may
be understood as efforts for community econornic development (Loxley, 1986).

Some of the key policy areas which comprise economic strategies are as
fo1lows:

a) Ownership of capital and natwal resources and control over
economic decision taking.
b) The direction of investment and the choice of products and markets.

c) The scde and technology of production and market size.
d) The participation of women in econornic activity.

A clearly articulated econornic strategy would speci@ policy in these and
related areas, thus setting a clear direction in which the community would
move in t e m s of economic development. . . . Community development

literature tends, in general, to Say focus on only some of these elements.
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Being preoccupied with "process' it tends to concentrate on how decisions
are made rather than on the substance of those decisions. Thus, the

theoretical and policy literature on CD., as well as C.D. manuais tend to
say relatively little on items (a) to (d) beyond the dimensions of process.

(Loxley, 1986,4-5, underlining in original text)

Local Economic Development

At the local level, the urban core economy is like a sieve. Economic activity is carried

out by al1 kinds of people fkom social workers and teachers to drug dealers and pawnshop
owners. For al1 of them, the mainstay of their work is focused on the probiems of inner
city life. However, the money associated with their work activities drains out of the
neighbourhood economy without improving economic opportunities for inner city
residents.

While most people identiQ underdevelopment with third world countries, the
dynamics of underdevelopment are very much present in the drain of economic
surplus or income from a region or cummunity . . .(M)illions of dollars corne into
the inner city each year in the form of social assistance rental payrnents that
ultimately end up in the pockets of absentee landlords who do not live in the

inner city. Millions of dollars are earned by professionals who work in inner city
education, hedth, and social service organizations which are not re-invested or recirculated in inner city cornmunities. Millions of dollars of purchases are made
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each year by inner city public and pnvate senrice organizations and charities fiom
commercial interests outside the inner city. Under-development in the inner city
means that money cornes into the cornmunity and irnrnediately leaves the local
economy.

(CEDN,1994,2b

A more coherent approach to community development emphasizes capacity building:,
using available resources as fully as possible to meet the needs of the comrnunity,
recognizing that one cannot separate economic development fiom social and cultural
development (loxley, 1994). Because community-based economic development
initiatives involve local employment and local institutions, there is potential for the local
school to contribute to these development efforts.

Convergence theory support self-reliance. This is built when economic strategies educate
and provide guidance. If the community can produce somethuig locally, it probably
should. Nozick suggest five basic ways to stimulate the creation of local wealth fiorn the
inside-out: make more with less; make the money go around; make it ourselves; m a k e
something new; and trade with equal partners (Nozick, 1992). The local school can b e
situated as a site whereby the processes associated with schooling c m offset drainage of
resources from the inner city through local hlling and purchashg practices. Processes of
comaiunity education can teach people at the neighbourhood level to own their own p s n d
and to fish it (Blakely, 1994). McKnight cites two reasons to develop policies and

activities based on capacities, skills, and assets of low-income people and their
neighbourhoods:
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There are two reasons for thîs capacity-oriented emphasis. First, al1 the historic
evidence indicates that significant community development only takes place
when local community people are committted to investing thernselves and their
resources in the effort. This is why you can't develop comrnunities fiom the
top down, or fkom the outside in. You cm, however, provide valuable outside
assistance to communities that are actually developing their own assets.
The second reason for emphasizing the intemal assets of the local urban
neighbourhoods is that there is very Little prospect that large-scale industrial
or s e ~ c components
e
will be locating in these neighbourhoods . . . it is
increasingly futile to wait for significant help fiom outside the community.
The hard tmth is that development must start fiom within the community and, in

most of our urban neighbourhoods, there is no other choice.

The principal goal of local economic development is to stimulate local employment
opportunities in sectors that improve the comrnunity, using existing human, natural, and
institutional resources (Blakely, 1994). Comrnunity development is accomplished by
generating empioyment, gaining control over the local economy, initiating cooperatives,
and operating for public benefit. Loxley identifies these different strategies in the
Economics of Community Development (Loxley, 1986). The relative merits of each of
these approaches are fiarned in the context of what is the potential for increasing
economic self-reliance. For exarnple, out-migration is described not as a solution but as a
problem for underdeveloped inner-city communities. Out-migration is cited not as a

@
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means to improve life chances but as the reflection of deteriorating social conditions, or

as unintended effects of community development initiatives.

Policies that deliberately encourage migration renect a belief that alternative c o m u n i t y
developrnent strategies are not feasibIe due to a poor resource base or a small andor
isolated economy. Loxley identifies alternative strategies that maintain the integrity of

the traditional sector. There is potentid for poor communities to use convergence theory
implementïng self-reliant strategies for economic growth, strategies that have, as a goal,
for comunitieç to produce what they consume and consume what they produce (Loxley,
1986).

Local economic development initiatives c m be guided by cornmunity type. For example,

in a growing area, the challenge is to manage the population and to plan econornic
alternatives. In a community that faces problems of economic restnicturing, the task is to
diversify the existing economic and employment base. But, in a declïning neighbourhood

and community such as the inner city, development initiatives have three parts: to
manage existing public resources, to retain remaining local business, and to search for
alternative local businesses consistent with government capacity and c o m u n i t y
emp Ioyment requirements (Blakely, 1994). An inner city neighbourhood can use existing
resources to stabilize the economy and to improve senrices. Regardless of comrnunity

me,information on the status of the economy alone is no indicator of the ability of a
community to in fact engage in economic development.

The development process begins by looking inside the cornmunity for the objectives,
resources, methods, and personnel available to build the local economic and employment
base. Local economic developrnent is both "process" - cornmunity organization,
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leadership, and capacity building - as well as "task"- economic and data analysis oriented (Blakely, 1994,32 1):

.. .(T)he actual structure of a local development organization is dependent on
community circumstances. It is, however, extremely important for everyone to
follow the old management principle - "form must follow fhction." Too
ffequently, communities adopt a structure based on reading about the expenences
ofother places. The correct procedure is to design an institutional form that fits
the political and economic situation .. . for a development organization to be

successful, it must be able to use a combination of authonty and resources
to facilitate work.

(Blakely, 1994,288)

Community economic development approaches in the urban core can use practical
fiameworks by which to reference initiatives. We c m leam kom alternative approaches
that have been and are being uçed in rural development, in participatory economics, in
third world development efforts, and in informal econornies. For example, we know that
within the inner-city cornmunity, authority and resources are not necessarily detemined

in favour of local development efforts. This is also the case in rural development. There
is a pluralism that cornes with the clash of cultures. As a result, the modem sector topdown, core-periphery, centre-ouhvards biases of knowledge overlook the cntical
consideration of people in a particular place as being the tme centre of attention and
learning. Rural development uses approaches fiom the bottom up, fiom the periphery
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towards the core, h m the remote towards the central. To understand p o v e w better, and
to judge betîer what to do, outsiders, of whatever persuasion, benefit firom seeing things
as the insiders do.

To educate children and families living in poverty, we can first learn from poor families.
As outsiders, we are hindered nom such leaming in reverse by our educational
attainment, status, and roles of bearers and dispensers of Icoowledge. Differences in
amounts of print exposure and language patterns between lower, middle and upper
incorne children and families, and the problems with outsider research are two examples
discussed in earlier chapters. Other examples can be found in the ways school staff
distance themselves £kom poor people, showing separate style and standing through
clothing, shoes, vehicle, office, lap top cases, documents, m m e r and speech. Hierarchy,
authonty and superiority prevent learning "fkom below." Knowledge of one sort
perpetuates ignorance of another. Leaming, as a community development effort, should
start at the other end (Chambers, 1983, SOI).

Participatory Economics

Participatory economics is a developrnent approach that puts forward broad goals upon
which to judge how well or how badly our economic arrangements serve us. It is an
approach that popularizes economics in ways somehow more acceptable, certainly more
accessible, to those interested in fundamental change. Sùnilar to the questions raised in
m a l development, evaluating any economy means asking how its institutions affect
people. If the economy propels anti-social attitudes or distorts and under utilizes human
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capabilities or rewards people unjustly, these would be issues to address through
evaluation (Albert, 1997,24). Albert proposes the following criteria:

Equity says we should have fair or just outcomes. No one should get more of a

good thing or of a bad thing than he or she deserves.

SoZidarity means the economy should foster empathy among people and mutual
respect and carïng, rather than an attitude that you are my enemy or, in any event,
that I don't care about your well-being.

Diversity testifies to a belief that homogeneity is boring and we all benefit from
diverse outcomes. Partly it is because this is a good hedge against errors. Partly
it is because life is shoa and we can enjoy other people's different involvement
vicariously.

Participatory self-managementmeans each person should be abIe to affect the
decisions that in hirn affect h i . or her in proporîion as we are affected by those
decisions. And, of course, the economic fûnctions to produce, consume, and
allocate in light of people's preferences and capacities and to attain these broader
airns, should be carried out without waste (efficiency).

. . .Class division reduces equity, curtails solidarity, reduces diversity, limits
self-management, and introduces various inefficiencies. So on the road to
meeting the above cnteria, you also strive toward classlessness.
(Albert, 1997,25-26, italics in original)

Participatory strategies for econornic development require both shared understanding and
collective will. To illustrate this point, Albert and Hahnel refer to a particularly
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hstrating situation in Alice in Wonderland where Alice quenes The Cat: ". . . wodd you
teii me please, which way should we go £iom here? The Cat replies: . . . that depends a

good deai on where you want to get to (Albert and Hahnel, l99l, 145)."
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In considering participatory economics, it is self-evident that there is Little reason to
address details of transition until there is at Ieast broad agreement on "transition to what."
Participatory vision informs shategy.

How to move toward a participatory economy is a very different question than
how does a well-established participatory economy work. Strategies for building
a participatory economy are part of overall strategies for social change. As such,
the transition to participatory economics includes how to mobilize people's
energy for social change, how to raise consciousness and commitment, whether to
pursue electoral, grassroots, or confrontational tactics, what interim institutions to
establish, what programs to pursue in other dimensions of social life, and how to
overcome various obstacles as they arise . . . even after we begin the "long march"
toward participatory economics. . . the 'playing field" continually alters.
Opponents continually use new methods to block change. Not even the most
thoroughly prepared movement can foresee al1 the eventualities of stxuggle. . . .
Even the best prepared movement for economic change will fail if it
underestimates or misunderstands the impact of political, cultural, and gender
forces. It follows, therefore, that economic activists must be flexible and promote
the agendas of activist strugghg to change other spheres of social Life in
compatibIe directions.

Looking Forward: Participatory Econornics for the Twenîy First Century
(Albert and Hahnel, 1991, 144-145)
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Development on a Human Scale

To educate children and families living in the înner city, we need to set aside the deficit

thinking mode1 (Valencia, 1997) which has informed our practice and, instead, we need
to learn &om poor families. Reversais in leaming include approaches such as sitting,

asking, and listening which refiect attitude as much as method. To enable the poorest to
do better, the starting point is to understand how they manage at present. This practice
includes reversals in our administrative and organizational structures and styles where
leadership and teamwork rather than blueprints, are the key elements (Chambers, 1983).

Entry points identifïed in the literature on rural development which hold relevance for
schooling suggest that we alter our style of communication to talk iess and Listen more,
that we conduct joint planning and program to involve everyone; that we introduce
policies and practices which recognize and act upon rights, and amend transfer policies to
stabilize staff. In these development approaches, the primacy of personal action is
emphasized. Chambers outlines the following four questions as a basic guideline for
interventions. How do my actions affect poor people? How should 1and can 1 change
them? What more can 1do? How can I help others to do more (Chambers, 1983)?

Third world alternative economic approaches are also entry points to development based

on human scale technology and organization as opposed to a bigger-is-better style of
development (Nozick, 1992). An example is found in the work of E.F. Schumacher, a
Western economist working as an economic advisor in Buxma and India between 1950
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and 1960. Schumacher warned not oniy that Western industries destroyed the balance
between local cultures but that there was a problem, too, in that the modem factory could
not possibly provide the millions of jobs needed. "Instead, the importation of Western
technology created a split, dual economy composed of a small eiite Westernized sector,
on the one hand, and a rapidly deteriorating traditional sector on the other" (Nozick,
1992,31, italics in text). To illustrate Schumacher's cornmitment to economics based on

mafI scale production, Nozick recounts the story he tells about meeting an unhappy
farmer on a road in Zambia.

(Schurnacher) asked the farmer what was the matter. The man said he produced
eggs for a living but he couldn't get his eggs to market because he hadn't any egg
crates to carry them. The factory which made the egg crates was on a long strike,
and there was a shortage of crates. Schumacher, inquiring M e r into the matter,
found out the factory which made the crates, the factory on strike, was located in
the Netherlands! Refusing to let go of this matter, Schumacher arranged to meet
with the company president in the Netherlands to whom he explained the sorry
predicarnent of the peasant f m e r s - that their survival depended on getting their
eggs to market, He suggested that the company build a factory in Zambia to
supply the f m e r s there. The president found the suggestion outrageous - an
impossibility. His factory was optimally sized, he contended, and anything
smaller would be inefficient.

.. .

(Schumacher) contacted different universities and with the help of graduate
students soon came up with a new design for egg cartons and a new chemical
production process which, within a year and a ha& led to a new production
facility in Zambia which produced 120 egg crates per hour as opposed to the
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7,000 crates that the Netherlands factory considered to be optimally efficient. The
unit cost turned out to be identical.

(Nozick, 1992, 32, italics in text)

The notion that there is potential for the informal economy to do for the poor what the
forma1 economy does not, and in some respects, to offset the impact of the formal
economy on those living in the inner city, has usefulness for classroom and community.

In the informal economy, money is not exchanged or, if it is, just at a sustenance and not
for profit level. Informal economies operate well in more stable communities where
families are in a position to reach out to contribute or have more on hand to share and
exchange. "The informal econorny relies primarily on cooperation, solidarity, mutual aid
and consensus" (Ross and Usher, 1986,48). The informal economy is marked by
substantial flexibility and by generalized rather than specialized competence. Greater
reliance on the informal economy will result in a greater variety of useful everyday

human skills. People will have technical abilities such as food storage and preparation,
gardening, mechanical repairs, household renovations, and sewing and social and
organizational skills to ensure that within the relevant group, work gets done, things get
distributed and people get taken care of. These skills and attitudes necessary for work in
the informal economy are normally transmitted within the family and cornrnunity, rather
than forma1 institutions like the schools.

Consideration of how the informal economy relates to educational practices with respect
to local development suggests an expanded role for schools to educate about cooperative
enterprises, small businesses, community development corporations, voluntary activity,
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mutual aid, and household activity (Ross and Usher, 1986). These are practical economic
strategies that could be complementary activities in schools to assist student achiev:ement.

Education and Community Economic Development

In this section, I draw frorn my own administrative practice to provide an example o f how
schooling practices may support local economic development. A part of my leadership
role as principal of the inner city school where I worked was to educate and encourage
the adoption of ten principles to serve as a guide for the school in the area of community
development initiatives. These principles were developed some years ago when a group
of abonginal women in the community formed a comrnmity development organization.
As part of their early efforts, they constructed a list of principles to be used as guidelines

for economic development at the local level. Published locally, they fist appeared io the
document "It's Up to Al1 of Us" (CEDN, 1994). These principles, endorsed by many

inner city agencies and organizations including the inner city school where 1 was
principal, serve as a guide for cornmunity development initiatives.

This guide to community economic developrnent in Winnipeg's inner city
offers a list o f criteria for assessing the activity of businesses, govenunent
departments, schools, hospitals, pnvate and public social agencies, labour
unions, charitable organizations, other institutions, and individuals. Are we
helping to make things better or worse? How c m our routine activities create
Iong term commufultydevelopment in the inner city?

(CEDN, 1994,2)
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The intention of these women was to provide a practical resource to neighbourhood
businesses, community agencies, and other organizations to assist them in with the
application of community development strategies to their practice. This early initiative
on the part of cornmunity women, who themselves lived in the inner city, unemployed

and without higher level education, presented ways of thinking which are now recognized

as foundational to the broad-based coalition of community agencies and businesses
known as the Cornmunity Economic Development Network. A community economic
development resource group meets to implement, share and support ideas related CED
initiatives:

CED Principles: It's Up to Al1 of Us
Local Use of Local Goods and Services
- Pwchases of goods and services produced in the inner-city.
- Circulation of income within the inner-city; less income drain.
- Stronger economic linkages within the imer-city; stop income drainage.
- Less dependency on outside markets.
- Greater community self-reliance.
Production of Goods and Services for Local Use
- Creation of things and provision of services for use in the ber-city.
- Circulation of &corne &thin the inner-city.
- Stronger econornic linkages within the inner-city.
- Less dependency on outside markets.
- Greater community self-reliance.
Local Re-hvestment of Profits
- Use of profits to expand local economic activity.
- Stop profit drainage.
- Investment that increases community self-reliance and cooperation.
Long-Term Ern~lovmentof Local Residents
- Long-term jobs for inner-city residents.
- Reduction of dependency on "welfare" and "food banks".
- Opportunities to live more socially-productive lives.
- Persona1 and community self-esteem.
- More wages and salaries spent in the community.
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Local Skill Development
- Training of local residents.
- Training geared to comrnunity development needs.
- Higher labour productivity.
- Greater employability of inner-city residentS.
- Greater productive capability in the inner-city.
Local Decision-Making
- Local ownership and control.
- Cooperative foms of ownership and control.
- Grassroots involvement.
- C o m m ~ t self-determination.
y
- Inner-city residents in charge of their own destiny.
- People working together to meet community needs.
Public Health
- Physical and mental health of comrnunity residents.
- Healtbier families.
- More effective schoolhg.
- More productive workforce.
Phvsical Environment
- Healthy neighbourhoods.
- Safe neighbourhoods.
- Attractive neighbourhoods.
- Ecological sensitivity.
Neighbourhood Stability
- Dependable housing.
- Long-tem residency.
- Base for long-term community development.

- Comrnunity spirit.
- Social equality among sexes.
- Respect for seniors.
- Respect for children.
- Social dignity regardless of personal, physical or mental differences.
- Social dignity regardless of national or ethnic background, colour or
creed.
- Aboriginal pride.

Loxley descnbes this set of criteria as a very exhaustive and demanding guideline by

which to examine community economic development initiatives particularly in
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considering the underlying vision for the processes and the goals of cornmunity economic
development. He explains the approach as premised on the safeguarding and
enhancement of human dignity. While there is a concem for individual well-being, the
emphasis is on a collective need to generate cornmuity spirit, encourage equality among
the sexes, and respect for seniors and children (Loxley, 1994).

Perhaps the most clearly articulated approach to comrnuniîy economic
development for the Abonginal population is that put fonvard by the
Neechi Foods Community Store in their It's Up to AU of Us guide.
They lay d o m ten community development criteria by which to assess
proposed or actual community initiatives. The first of these three
essentidly advocate a "convergence" approach to economic strategy as
they provide for the use of local goods and seMces, the production of
goods and seMces in the local economy and the reinvestrnents of profits
locally. The point here is to emphasize the potential of the inner-city market to
sustain economic livelihoods. This mems that income eamed in the ber-city
should, as fa-as possible, be spent there, and preferably on goods and services
which are actually produced there.
(Loxley, 1994, 24)
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It is clear that poverty is a result of underdevelopment. Whether this underdevelopment
is structural, a planned result of an economic system with its tendencies to place the
needs of the marketplace as pnority over the needs of people, or whether the deterioration
and despair of the inner city just is, solutions to problems of poverty do exist. The
purpose and manner in which the business of living and leamhg is conducted in the local
school goes a long way to strengthen the economic base in the neighbourhood.
Education is required if a commwaity is to attempt to strengthen its economic base
following these kind of specific action strategies. The promise of a job and econornic
security are the hallmarks of citizenship. Work is the basis of socioeconomic status and
to re-establish the opportunity structure we need to provide every citizen with the interest,
skills, and capacity to contribute through work and community service (Blakely, 1994).

Seen here is the potential connection for economic strategies to support the educational
mandates for inner city schools. Strategies for cormnunity-based schooling are
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referenced to economic development at the local level and represent approaches that
corne fiom outside educationd research (Albert, 1997; Blakely, 1994; Chambers, 1983;
Roussopoulos, 1982). This development strand considers educational issues of power
and equity in terms of economics and social change (Giroux, 1993; Apple, 1990). It
addresses the questions related to how an inner-city school c m support families, utilize
existing capacities and access further resources to transform school practices, enhance
support for families, and strengthen the neighbourhood base. Other strategies focus on
student achievement and present cntical ideas fiom the margins of educational theory
(Leistyna, 1996; Boomer, 1997). These approaches acbowledge the issues of class as
they translate into collective experience of community. They necessarily consider the
same issues of power and equity but in terms of best practice (Zemelman, Daniels, and
Hyde, 1993) for individual student achievement and oppression pedagogy (Freire, 1992,
1995) for collective change. They influence school organization, curriculum

irnplementation, and support to students. These approaches are not conflated but rather
become integrated in the implementation of cornrnunity-based schooling.

Community school efforts, as local economic developrnent, benefit fkom an
understanding of economic influences at the macro level. This chapter has identified
numerous strands and variations of cornmunity economic development as having
potential for the creation of alternative approaches. The exarnples provided here in
Chapter Five have been taken fiom the literature on local economic development, rural

and third world development, and participatory economics. A combination of these ideas
has influenced community-based practice at William Whyte Community Schoo1.

Long term community development in the inner city requires the development of a
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balanced local economy that will meet the needs of inner city residents. Balance
means an even mix of economic activities that allows the inner ciîy to stand on its
own two feet. It means local production of goods and services meeting the local
needs for goods and services. It means incomes made in the inner city being spent in
the inner city- It means profits earned in the huer city being reinvested in the inner
city. Tt means local residents building local enterprises. And it means employment

and training opporhmities seMng local needs. . . . The development of a baianced
economy means that the inner city becomes less dependent and more self reliant.

(CEDN, 1994, 1-2)

Chapter Six provides an account of efforts at William Whyte Community School to
reorganize itç educational resources to focus on economic responses to issues of poverty

and education. It tells bow the school made beginning efforts, in practical ways, to apply
cntical theones drawn fiom education, political economy, and principles of community
economic development to a fiamework for school planning, at the local level. It is a
description of how to counter the systemic impact of structural inequality experienced by
students, their families, and school staff in an urban core school by realigning and
building closer relationships of equal and just community.
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International studies on developing nations have proven that
education is critical to improving the well-being of people.

..

accessibility and relevance of education and learning is necessary
to ensure future economic growth that is environmentally
sustainable and enhances people's weU-being

.

Manitoba Round Table on Environment & Economy, 1998

Introduction

In this chapter, the efforts at Wittim Whyte Commmity School are described as a
significant attempt to reshape conditions in one of the poorest inner city comrnunities in

dl of Canada. Presented here is an account of how educational resources were
reorganized at William Whyte to focus on economic responses to issues of poverty and
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inner city education. These efforts represent a beginning attempt to apply cntical theory
fÏom education and political economy to practice at the local school level. This involved
the transfer of community economic development principles to the design and
implementation of schooling processes to for school planning and organization to foster
community development. This initiative resulted in changing many of the fundamental
elements of school organization. Implementation of curriculum, delivery of support
services to students, relationships between home, school, and neighbourhood, s t a f i g
patterns, purchasing practices, and mechanisms for decision-making are a11 areas that
have changed and continue to change.

Some of the restnicturing steps taken at the school are described as the instrumental kinds
of change that can be attributed to the wementation of community economic
developrnent strategies at the school. A simple example of t h i s is the way in which the
school now generates employment opportunitties for local people by redirecting school
staffing allocations to make do with fewer professional positions in order to create
opportunities to hire people f?om the community into paraprofessional positions. Other
examples are found in how the school redirects its budget to purchase locally. Nutrition
spending for the schoof breakfast, snack, and lunch programs is done, as much as
possible, at a local comrnunity food store that operates an Abonginal owned workers'

CO-

op, These kinds of commmity economic development strategies irnplemented at the

local school level strengthen the neighbourhood economic base.

Other community-based practices described are seen to be more fundamental to the
education of children and more directly related to schooling processes. These changes
have to do with critical stance in school organization, implementation of cumcuIu~n,and
delivery of student support services using community development as a context for
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educational practice. Efforts of this S
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O include
~
the

reallocation of stafnng resources to

reduce class size, and the increase of teacher assistant support to classroom teachers. The
role of the classroorn teacher expanded to include functions of resource, guidance, and
special education. Support services and CO-curricularprograms were transformed t o
fulfill a wider mandate for comrnunity education. Mways the efforts are intended to
counter the systernic impact of structural inequality experienced by imer city school staff

and by inner city students and to realign and build closer relationships of community.

Because this was a beginning attempt to irnplernent community economic development
strategies at the local school level, the work did not begin with a clearly articuiated
research and evaluation plan. During the f i s t months of my assignment as principal, and
throughout the 1992-1993 school year, staff and parents worked on the development of a
school purpose and identified hoped for outcomes. The two fundamental outcomes that
rernain in place to present day are focused on 1) increased levels of student achievement
and 2) increased levels of family stability. The implementation of community econiomic
development strategies at the local school level was intended to promote these outcomes
through strengthening the neighbourhood economic base.

Initially, there was not a systematic way of rneasuring these outcornes. Through
professional developrnent work undertaken by the staff at William Whyte, a way of
measuring the f i s t outcome to show improved Zevels of student achievement, was
developed. The staff engaged in a three year project, fi-om 1995 - 1998, that resulted in
the implementation of an alternative approach to student assessment at the school.
Components of student assessment at William Whyte are five part and include: 1) parent
participation in setting curriculum prionties t h u g h ages and grades; 2) comprehensive
assessment at the point of grade level entry or school entry with al1 teachers using
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common uiformal assessment tools; 3) goal-setting with student, teacher, and parents; 4)
student-Ied conferences; 5) student poafolio for assessment and leamhg The e s t and

f
i
a component of this assessment initiative helped to provide a fiamework for the
measurernent of levels of student achievement.

The school developed a "N- 8 leamhg continuum" that was an exemplar of the
continuum of learner growth through ages and grades. This William Whyte exemplar of
student work represented the collective input of school staff, students, and parents. By
displaying this continuum in the upper hallways of the school, expectations for leamers
were made visible, concrete, and very clear to the students, staff, and parents.

The school staff maintains a portfolio for every student to show evidence of leaming

gains through the years the student attends William Whyte. These William Whyte
student portfolios assist teachers, parents, and students to see student growth fiom grade
to grade. In the 1998-1999 school year, the staff began to work with students and parents
to develop holisitic assessment measures for these comprehensive student portfolios. In
doing this, they hope to f5nd new ways to measure levels of student achievement that
could accurately reflect levels of achievement on a student by student basis.

The second outcome, increased levels of farnily stability, was identified as a dificult
outcome for the school alone to rneasure. Implementation of community economic
development strategies at the local school resulted in two major initiatives - the William
Whyte Cornrnunity School Project and Andrews Street Family Centre (described Iater in
this chapter). The majority of data collected for interim evaluation reports measured
participation rates and project activities. In some cases, evaluators conducted focus
groups for staff and participants and collected case studies £kom staff and families. These
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projects are being implemented and monitored by externai evaluators with h a 1
evaluation reports not completed at the time of publication of this study. When complete,
the final evaluation reports for these projects shouid be available fiom the Governrnent of
Manitoba, Department of Family S e ~ c e and
s Housing, and fiom Health Canada,

While final evaluation reports on major initiatives at the school are still pending, the
remainder of this chapter does describe, in some detail, comrnunity-based schooling as an
approach taken at William Whyte Community School over a penod of seven years fiom

1992 -1999.

The "telling" of this story of William Whyte raises implications for the

study of inner city education. It is a snapshot ofwhat an inner city schooi might look like
if the broader role for schools to address poverty influences at the local school level is
taken seriously.

The School Profile

William Whyte Community School is located in one of the poorest urban neighbourhoods

in the country. It is an inner city school serving 325 children and youth fiom Nursery to
Grade 8. The school increasingly encounters students who are educationally
disadvantaged or "at risk" of not cornpleting their education with adequate levels of
skills. These students lack the home and community resowces to benefit fkom
conventional school practices and the recent wave of school reform. William Whyte
students are considered "at nsk" with low rates of achievement and high rates of retention

in grade, behaviour problems, and poor attendance.
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The majonty of this demographic information has been obtained fiom Research and
Evaluation, The Winnipeg School Division No. l., 1998. The "at risk" ranking of the
school is derived fiom a formula developed by Manitoba Education and Training.
Information concerning the urban abonginal population was taken fiom Priorities for
Action: Towards a Strategy for Aboriginal People Living in Winnipeg, Manitoba Round
Table on Environment & Economy, 1998.

Manitoba Education and Training ranks William Whyte Community School as the
highest ranking in the province in terms of students at-nsk at 78% referenced to socioeconornic critena established for Manitoba schools in 1998.

Students' families are coded as single parent, two parent, and other, which includes such
cases as agency care, group homes, or independent living:
% Living with parents

.......................................95%

% single parent families....................................57%
% with unemployed parents............................ 80%

Mobility is the ratio of the total transfers over the average month-end enrobent,
multiplied by 100. Total tramfers include tramfers in and transfers out:

..

% Mob~lity
...........................................................96%

Total Transfers.. ..................................................303

For the William Whyte catchment area:
Median Income.. ............................................. .$17,700
% Below Low Income Cut Off...........................

81%
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Statistics show that urban abonginal families are most affected by poverty that creates
family instability and results in fiequent moves. Findings fiom Building Communities of
Hope: Best Practices for Meeting Needs of At-Risk and Indian and Metis Students, 1996,
indicate that students have difficulty learning when they are hungry, emotionally
distressed, lack stabiiity and safety in their families and comrriunities, are discriminated
against, or when other primary needs are not being met. To remove these barriers to their
learning, students require a diverse range of social, health, cultural, justice, and other
services. As well, if the leaming program is to succeed, active and committed parents
and stable communities are critical. This idea of what is needed for at risk students to
succeed challenges us to rethink the roIe of sctiools, how educational and other senrices
are delivered for children and famIlies, and who rnust be involved in the process.

Background to Community-Based Change

William Whyte Community School was rebuilt in 1975 at the tune when ideas about
open area and community schools were optimistically identified as holding potential
solutions to the special needs of inner-city education. The old schooI building had been a
large, thrce storied, wooden stnicture. A schoolhouse classic of its day, classrooms were
characterized by their big windows, worn wooden desks, old-fashioned cloak rooms, and
black boards. The now not so new William Whyte C o m u n i t y School is a modem
structure that has somewhat the appearance of a concrete bunker. Indented entranceways,
initially designed to be invitational with sheltered access into the schooI, are now blocked
by additional fire doors. This rnsans the children have to go through three sets of heavy
doors just to get into the school. The few extenor windows are caged in black mesh
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metal. A covered courtyard dong the south side of the building, meant to be a place for
the younger children to get fiesh air playtime even on the wet days, is also caged and
inaccessible. Ostensibly these changes were made to prevent g l a s breakage and to
discourage people fiom urinating in the doonvays during the evening and early morning
hours. Still, the overall effect makes the school seem inaccessible with a physical
appearance more like a community jail than a cornmunity school.

The area of the schoolyard is a full city block square. Across the street is an aging brick
building, a former Jewish parochial school circa 1900. A few years back, our school and
comrnunity council took the lead in developing a plan and securing funds to refurbish this
site so that it now houses a youth drop in and family centre. The rest of the
neighbourhood is residential but since the schoolyard is the only green space around, the
schooI takes on the feeling of a community centre with lots of children using the swings
and playstructure after school and in the early evening. Benches in several places are
permit adults to linger at the school and to watch neighbourhood activity.

Inside the fiont entrance to the school is a classroom that has been converted into the
community room. It is a large, bright room with a small fiidge and stove, si&, drink
machine, and a phone. Tables and chairs enough for meetings of up to forty to fi@
people are moved to one side to allow for a less formd seating arrangement for parents
who use the room on a daily drop in basis. The cupboards hold supplies received fkom
Winnipeg Harvest and other food donations. Generally a plate of crackers or day old
muffins is out for people to help themselves. The coffee is always on started by
whichever parent is e s t in that day. In the corner of the room, preschool children play

with toys, crayon at a smali table, or just run around. While this room, and the parents
and other community people and staff who occupy it, appears as the most tangible
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evidence of community presence in the school, it represents only one of the changes
which have taken place at the school.

Members of the community council are the most fiequent occupants of the community
room at the school but over the years it has served as point of enby for many people who
othenvise rnight be reluctant to spend time at the school. Following the model whereby
the school h c t i o n s as an extension of the family, the community room is like a second
living room away from home.

Overall policy in education is not determined solely at the local school level. In the case
of William Whyte Comrnunity School, it is determined at the provincial level by the
Manitoba Public Schools Act and by Manitoba Education as the department responsible
for education. At the school division Ievel, policy is set by senior administration acting
on the direction of the Board of Trustees of Winnipeg School Division No. 1, and at the
local level with staff and farnily involvement. Recent influences of school reform have
estabhhed policies that have been supportive, in part, of comrnunity-based schooling.
While likely an unanticipated outcome of provincial incentives to have more decision-

making take place at the local school level, the school division has developed some very
supportive policies that have assisted leadership at the local school level in the design and
implementation of comrnunity economic development strategies.

The irnplementation of cornmunity-based change started at the very beginning of my
tenure as principal of William Whyte Community School. With a background in theory
and practice of alternative education and social work, 1 brought to this position a
broadened understanding of issues in inner city education. 1 also had firsthand histoncal
context for school planning and an understanding of neighbourhood life because 1 had
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begun my teaching career at William Whyte. 1then spent twenty years as a teacher, a
counsellor, and an administrator in elementary,junior and senior high school alternative

and vocational setfings in the inner city. In many cases, I had taught the parents who now
had children attending William Whyte. In several instances, 1 had students who

continued with me f?om their grade five or six elementary class at William Whyte, to
middle years at Hugh John MacDonald Junior High School, to senior years at Argyle
Alternative High School. When 1 moved to school administration, these connections
were maintained and extended to many more inner city families.

What seemed most noticeable about William Whyte in the beginning weeks of rny
administration was a frenzy of meetings with many workers in attendance, a line up of
children in the school office referred to me because of their noncornpliant behaviour.
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These lineups started even before opening exercises in the moniing. In the h s t weeks of
September, five families had their children apprehended directly from the school. With
little to no information or follow-up by the Child and Family Services workers for actions
taken with respect to these children, the school not only felt the loss of these children but
also the sting from being recipients of verbal threats f?om extremely hostile parents.

Perhaps the most obvious difficulty when 1k s t started the job was the overwhelming
number of identified special needs children and high nsk families. Of the 280 children
enrolled at William Whyte Comrnunity School, 190 were listed as special needs waiting
for some kind of Child Guidance C h i c intervention or some other special education
program request. In t e m s of child protection and family support, Winnipeg Child and
Family Services were also very involved. In the 1991-92 school year, the one just prior
to m y appointment, hundreds of referrals were made from the school to the agency's
neighbourhood office. Given the 200 teaching days in the school year, this referral rate
averaged over two calls a day. There was clearly some fkont line work needed if the
school was to accomplish its educational mission for children and families to Ieam and to
share and to work together for a more equal and just world. Even within the first years of
community-based changes at the school, the referrals made to Winnipeg Child and
Family Senices were reduced fiom about 450 intake calls in 1991-92 to about 11 intake
calls in 1993-94.

The first steps of these changes at the school involved listening to and sharing ideas about
practical improvements with the school staff. At that t h e , the school h2d the benefit of a
half time community worker provided through the Community Education Development

Association. She was a highly energetic person who had a whole lot of good ideas about
how to involve parents and provide practical supports to children and families.
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Some of the most obvious areas of concems becarne take off points for staff and parents
to implement community-based approaches. Problems that might potentially be resolved
through community-based strategies began to surface as concems expressed about child
and family services, housing, community safety, and recreational opportunities for
children. Alternative responses to these poverty-related problems suggested a
reallocation of resources through staffing, the realignrnent of power through decision-

making, a revision of delivery of support services to families, and a focus on community
education for individuai achievement and collective action as targets for comrnunity
developrnent at the local school level.

That efforts to establish the school as a site for c o r n m ~ t y
development efforts would
result in enhancing the life chances for children and their families in the community was
not a sure thing. What seemed a sure thing was that doing some things differently
couldn't hurt. In a general sense, it seemed a likelihood that in such a community school

with poverty conditions being so severe, it would be sensible to challenge conventional
schooling practices. It seemed appropriate to reflect, instead, on alternative approaches
that could attend to and respect the cultural and economic realities of the neighbourhood.

School Planning

In my seven years as principal at William Whyte, school planning evolved into a fairly
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consistent process which would "restart" each March with staffing decisions for the next
school year. Staffing arrangements at the school were key to development efforts with
respect to economic development initiatives and to the implementation of strategies for
community education approaches.

William Whyte had greater flexibility in school planning because of the division policy

on school-based decision-making referred to earlier which situated many of the
procedures related to the annual staffing process at the local school level. The impact of
school planning becarne more apparent over the span of several years with planning
principles upheld by the staff and community fkom year to year.

Community-based approaches were introduced very early in to my term as principal. In
tnith, initial organizational changes were done in an autocratie rnanner although 1 did

outline the problems as 1saw them to the staE and engage them in problem-solving
exercises. 1also made it clear that the status quo was not an option. Change was in
order.

For example, of the 18 professional staff, only nine were regular classroom teachers. Two
other teachers had small groups of special education children and the remaining seven
teachers had specialist assignments: one teacher to support migrant students, two resource
teachers, a teacher librarian, a music itinerant, a physical education teacher, and a
counsellor. It was evident to me that for 280 students, there weren't enough classroorns.
Pupil-classroom teacher ratios of 30: 1 were not acceptable in an inner city elementary
school even though, on the surface, the amount of resource and specialist time seemed
beneficial for inner-city children and appropriate to assist teachers in meeting their
students' special learning needs.
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A m e r example came from observations that 1 made within the fkst few weeks of my
becoming the principal ofthe school. It seemed that an extensive amount of nonclassroom teacher time was taken up with meetings, professional development sessions,
and case conferences to plan and coordinate the delivery of individualized educational
services to students. In the latter instance, there could be as rnany as ten aduIts in a round
table session to discuss the situation of one student. These discussions could each 1 s t a
ha-day. Typically present were the resource teacher, special education resource teacher,
counsellor, migrancy teacher, two or three clinicians fiom the Child Guidance C h i c , the
area s e ~ c director
e
for the Child Guidance Clinic, the vice-principal, and some tirnes
representatives fkom other agencies. Unless there was some urgency that 1 attend these
meetings, 1declined on the basis that there seemed to be more than enough people at the
table already. Concerning to me was the absence of child, parent, and classroom teacher
from most of these discussions. It struck me that no matter how well intentioned, these
planning sessions excluded key stakeholders. Why? The explanations provided were not
s a t i s w g m e r s although they were certainly practical reasons. Release time was
scarce and the teacher was needed in the classroom. The home situation might be a big
part of the problem so it would be uncornfortable to have a parent present. In a similar
way the child, too, was objectified in the planning process so there wasn't really a need

for parents or students to be present.

The gathering of input fkom teachers and parents every M a c h to plan for the coming
school year always made clear that the most important factor considered to influence

student achievement was the pupil-teacher ratio. The next most important thing was the
assignment of full time teacher assistance in every classroom. Next, came allocations for
support roles in the school that afnrmed daily physical education, library resource, and
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technology teacher support. Each year, parents and teachers were consulted. Each year,
sirnilar priorities for staffhg and school planning were highlighted-

Community Economic Development Strategies at the Local School Level

Community economic development strategies at the local school level keep money in the
commuzulty by hiring and purchasing locally and creatingjobs and training prograrns for
local people wherever possible. At William Whyte, food is purchased for the nutrition
program fiom a local aboriginal worker's cooperative. In this way, nom its nutrition
budget the school can support another comrnunity development initiative contributing in
excess of $10,000.00 to its retail sales on a yearly basis. The practice of providing
nutritious daily snacks to all of the students at the school is supported by an annual grant
of $5,000.00 f?om an anonymous donor. This money, too, is spent locally.

Another initiative at the local school level, community-based hiring practices, has
influenced school and cornmunity development. In rny second year as principal, an ad
hoc cornmittee for hiring was struck as a result of a decision taken during a comrnunity
school organization monthly planning meeting. The cornmittee was a representative
group of staff and parents. The cornmittee determined that hiring criteria at the school
would require that the people selected must care for children. In addition, it was
determined that they be First Nation or Metis, that they be trained through provincial
Access programs or have an understanding of inner-city, community education, and that

they have facility in Cree or Ojibway language. Ifone or more of these critena were
found to be missing in a candidate, then he or she must possess very special other talent
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to share with the children and in the community.

Adherence to these cnteria brought about some significant changes in staffhg at the
school over the past seven years. In lgW93, there were no Aboriginal teachers and only
two with Access education training. In the 1998/99 school year, this picture had changed
with over 60% of professional staffbeing Aboriginal, from the community, and or

Access-trained.

Also, during this time there have been changes to the pattern of staffing of teacher
assistant positions at the school. In 1992/93, the basic allocation of teacher assistants was
6.5, including a nutrition coordinator, an English Language enrichment for Native

Students position, and Integrated Special Education Resource position, Resource and
lunch duty assistance. Of these positions, 2 were Aboriginal and or comrnunity people.

In 1998/99, 12 of 19 paraprofessional positions are community people.

Much of this increase can be attributed to the schoo17spractice of trading professional
time to increase the number of teacher assistant positions in the school. The decision for

this aspect of school stafnng is, for the most part, left to the local school. Yearly
planning at William Whyte consistently situates the assignment of a teacher assistant to
every classroom in the school as being a top planning priority. Other prionties for
planning will be discussed in the next section on community education development at
the local level.

As additional ernployment oppomuiities provided at the school, the community school
project generates three positions, cornrnuni~,farnily, and youth workers, with annual
salaries each of approximately $30,000.00 and a program budget of $15,000.00. In
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addition to the important impact these services have on the people at the school, this
project infuses over $100.000.00 annually into the local economy. NI of these positions
are occupied by women living in the comunity. Two have children attending the
school. These women first became involved at William Whyte as volunteers, then got
jobs as teacher assistants, and are now in these higher paying positions carrying out, in
highly responsible ways, "cutting- edge" community development work.

There is a pattern of parent involvement at the school where individuals k s t volunteer at

the school and then move to a paid position either working in the school or in another
c o m u n i t y organization. While not for study here, for parents there appears to be a
relationship between their increased involvement in their children's education and their
increased chances for employment. For example, when Andrews Street Family Centre
first started it hired ten parents who had been volunteers at the school. Since its opening,
the centre continues to hire many people fiom the com~nunitybut often parents from the
school who might be good candidates for employment at the school or the family centre
now move fkom volunteering into a variety of other jobs in the cornmuniS. Sustaining
these hiring patterns is the strongest way for community-based practices to contribute to
stabilizing the economic base in an inner city neighbourhood.

Policies lïnked to school-based decision-making support the implementation of
cornrnunîty economic development activity at the school. Funding is another area that
supports school changes at the local level. The school budget, while its allocations never
seem large enough, is provided to the school with broad guidelines for spending but
specific decisions as to how this money is to be spent are to be made at the local level. In
fact, as part of annual school planning, there is a required process of consultation that
allows for input fiom staff and community as to how the budget will be allocated. There
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are also a number of opporhnities to receive project money, fiom provincial and federal
govemment grants, and £kom charitable foundations, which can support change in very
significant ways. Examples of these changes are highlighted later in this chapter in the
sections on two of the school's initiatives - the William Whyte Community School
Project and the Andrews Street Family Centre.

Leadership and program direction also fit into community-based schooling approaches

when site-based management and local school decision-making were detemiined as
policy by the school division. Annual school plans required by Manitoba Education ask
that the school administrator describe school pnonties, programs, and objectives that
demonstrate open communication and collaboration involving al1 the stakeholders in the
local school community. 1 have been able to use these kinds of directions fiom the
provincial and school board levels to help implement community-based schooling.

Community Education at the Local School Level

Cornmunity education developrnent is the second set of development activities intended
to provide the community with opportunities for self-determination to foster individual

growth and collective involvement. A mode1 of local control for school organization and
governance gives opportunity for input f b m all families, sta£f, and students about al1
aspects of school programming. At William Whyte, comrnunïty-based change efforts do
not appear, on the surface, to look that much different fiom conventional school change
initiatives. Action planning Iooks at where we are now, where we want to be, and what
we need to start dohg, keep on doing, or cease doing, to get f?om here to there.
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Generally speaking, the school works out practical responses toward their vision for a
community-based school. But in saying this, criticai change efforts are overtly
ideologically driven and so while the processes for school planning may be
unremarkable, the outcomes are different.

For example, at William Whyte, the fundamental principles of equity and justice are
discussed and acted upon. This helps to continually resituate the school as a site for
significant restructuring efforts which reallocate resources, encourage voice, stimulate
consciousness, and educate the individual and the collective to develop community. This
is done by the school in the ways it involves families, in the ways it allows children to
learn, and in its relationships between and arnong al1 the stakeholders at the local school
level.

At William Whyte, school organization, the instructional program, and support to
students al1 reflect a community-based approach. School planning involves staff and
parents in annual processes of goal setting, action planning, evaluating outcomes, and
reestablishing school purpose. Mechanisms such as PATH (planning positive
alternatives for tomorrow with hope) and other popular planning techniques are used to
create opportunity for everyone to have voice in important decisions. Community school
organization meetings are held in the afternoon of the second Friday of each month so
that staff and parents can c a r y on with this planning. Memoons on the fourth Friday of
each rnonth are used for school-directed professional developrnent. These sessions
include parents if the agenda is relevant for them, such as training sessions on the Internet

and email held in the school's cornputer lab, or if parent input is needed about
expectations for students or core educational outcomes.
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While the school receives similar resources to those of other inner city schools, staff and
parents have made decisions about the nature and kind of supports for students that
represent a radical departme from the conventional student support systems. The school
is organized to function as an extension of the family at the student level. If there are
problems for a child at OUI- school, school policy requires that the family fkst be
contacted to discuss these concems. This is the responsibility of the classroom teacher.
The assurnption is always that the family cares about the child's problem and will be able
to help. For each child, the teacher is responsible for the planning and implementation of

an individual educational program to foster development of the whole child. For some
children, those who present severe leamhg challenges, this responsibility for planning is
shared with other community seMces.

Support for teachers who have this larger responsibility for their students is planned and
reviewed yearly. Class sizes are kept under 20 and teacher assistants are assigned full
time to each classroom. Daily physical education, cultural arts, and cornputer classes are
scheduled so that classroom teachers have about three times more planning and
preparation time than the 180 minutes per cycle prescribed by Manitoba Education. This
allows thern t h e to respond to their students' needs in the areas of resource, guidance,
and special education. A strict protocol for student support at the school requires parental
consultation and agreement to individual educational plans or other interventions which
makes the daily presence of so many parents at the school a very usefil thing for staff..

The school community council meets weekly in its a moming coffee club and one
evening a month. The council is a group of parents who concentrate on addressing the
larger cornmunity issues that impact the school. They take action on issues of
community safety, housing, youth recreation, and family services. Several parents serve
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on a housing action group, others sit on community recreation and neighbourhood
services boards. Al1 of the parents are active in pursuing f b d s to upgrade our
playground facilities.

Parents also worked to establish more cultural programming and oppominities for
leaming First Nations Language. For example, a recent project has been to run an
immersion Ojibway language program for parents with two hour-long sessions hyice a
week f i e r school. To date, this has been an entirely volunteer effort with eiders fiom the

community assisting with Ianguage instruction and parents making potluck and child care
arrangements. One of the outcornes of this initiative is that twelve parents raised funds to
travel to a national conference on aboriginal langages held in Ontario in the spring of
1999.

Leadership skills fiom this experience are already evident. Parents plan to expand the
language initiative to establish a language centre at the school for farnilies in the
communiS to provide immersion language iearning and cultural experiences as a regular
part of the school program and for community healimg.

William Whyte Community School Project

The William Whyte Cornmunïty School Project is a community-based initiative designed
to improve the effectiveness and appropriateness of support services to children and
families in a high needs neighbourhood. The project aims to use school activities to
promote greater involvement of farnilies and student participation. The three objectives
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stated for the project are: to estabiish the school as a key site to integrate and coordinate
services and resources to children and families; to promote community ownership of
child, family, and education-related issues; and to provide appropriate alternative support
to families to ulcrease school success and to reduce the number of children taken into
care. Three positions for a community worker, a family worker, and a youth worker,
have been established at William Whyte Community School, as a result of project
fiinding. While tùnding arrangements had been on a year-to-year basis, in latter months

of my leadership at the school, we established cooperation a protocol for cooperation
between the province and the school division to provide sustaining support for these
positions. These jobs are filled by parents and community people. Individually, and
working together, they are responsible for an inordinate amount of after school and
summer progratnming to support community-based schooling at William Whyte. Some
of this activiîy is in the form of commmity support.

A range of community development activities designed to support project objectives

include Community Council, Coffee Club, Family Pow Wow Club, Self-Defense Course,

Community Get Together, Cornrnunity School Organization Meetings, Community
School Assemb lies, Community Patrol, Playstructure Development Committee,

Fundraising Cornmittee, and Surnmer Program Committee.

From outside of the neighbourhood, charitable and business organizations become part of
the cornmunity through contributions to the project include Marvelous Muffin, Great
Canadian Bagel, Western Glove, Koats for Kids, The Thomas Si11 Foundation Gifts in

Kind, Casa de Fruita, Jewish Women's International League, Royal Bank and the United
Way. Links to cornmunity organizations include the Aboriginal Council of Winnipeg,
the Social Planning Council of Winnipeg, Indian and Metis Friendship Centre, Anishnabe
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Oway-khi, Hope Centre, North End Housing, Andrews Street Family Centre, Aboriginal
Achievement Awards, C o m u n i t y Economic Development Association, and the

Winnipeg School Division No. 1 Volunteer Senrices.

Examples of neighbourhood activities organized by this project include Comrnunity
Clean Up, Neighbourhood Housing Postings, School Trustee Candidates Forum, Bingo
Fund-miser, Community VolleybalI Tournament, Parent presentations to C o m m u n i ~
Civic Cornmittee and to the Winnipeg School Division No.1 School Board, Family
Dances, and Family Fun Nights at the school.

Family support for students and families provide interventions at the tirne of intake,
assessment, crisis response, and short-term counselling. Examples of these interventions
include referrals to local help centres such as Andrews Street Family Centre, Ma mawi
Chitita, Manitoba Adolescent treatment Centre, Macdonald Youth Services, Child
Guidance C h i c , and the Child Development Program at the Health Sciences Centre.

With respect to school-based family support, the family worker maintains invoIvement
with about 20 families as ongoing weekIy support. Her phone is always ringhg with

families requesting practical supports. For exarnple, the family worker is key to head lice
control in the comrnunity. She helps out moms by combing out their nits and washing
their hair after the children have been looked afier. She is the liaison between families

and Child and Family Senices. People who don? trust anyone seem to be able to trust
the family worker. Personal disclosures are responded to by the family worker. We
benefit fiom her larger community knowledge base and her hrst hand experience with the
individuals involved. The family worker is involved with cultural activities, the after
school reading program, Homework Club, and she takes families and children on outings
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after school, in the evenings and on weekends. Wheelies, 7-Eleven, and McDonaIds

make donations for these activities.

The youth worker is available for any child in crisis during and after school hours- The
worker is implementing srnall group activities after school hours including a student rock

band and graffiti removal team, and on week ends for at-nsk children and youth involved
in prostitution, drug use, or gang activity. The commwty, family, and youth workers,
together with parents and school staff, respond to many crises throughout the school year.

This work c m include cooking for families, finding emergency supplies, attending the
hospital, court, or other places where people expenence need, helping families whose
homes have burned, families plagued by head lice, providing transportation to farnilies to
visit children in care or incarcerated, helping to deal with a death in a farnily by providing
food, or other appropriate cornrnunïty responses.

Combined, these three individual positions connect with school staff and every child and
family attending William Whyte Community SchooI.
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Andrews Street Family Centre

In 1995, William Whyte Community Council struggled for and received funding to
establish a family centre which is located across the street fkom the school. Andrew
Street Family Centre assists families, youth and young children to participate in practical
activities to improve their own situations. Evolving out of the mode1 at the school, this
community development initiative was aimed at gaining local control of social service
resources. It appears to have been successful as the Andrews Street Family Centre is now
highlighted as one of three examples in the "Integrated Community Approach tu Health
Action: A Practical Guide to Building Healthy Communities" published by Health

Canada, 1999. In it7 Andrews Street Family Centre, in partnership with the William
Whyte neighbourhood, is cited as an example of how community development occurs

through the building of skiIls and experience within individuals, who m e r contribute to
the cornmunity.
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The family centre resists the approach of helping f d e s to learn how to live with their
current situation, but rather presents alternatives and a supportive environment to
facilitate growth in self and neighbourhood capacity. Activities at the Centre are guided

by the principles of empowennent, sustainability and social action. "Andrews Street
facilitated participation at various levels through such t b g s as literacy programming, the
development of cooperatives, and small business management training" (HeaIth Canada,
1999).

While the primary original concem of the family centre focused on young children,
programming of this type shows that the benefit of support solely to a child is Iost by the
time that child is in grade 3, if programmùig does not include the entire family (see
Chapter One). As a result, its activities have expanded by virtue of an amalgamation of
the initial programming with those of the community safety patrol, the youth &op-in, the
addition of a parent program and integration of child and parent services within the
community school. Just as the programs covers a range of necessary neighbourhood
issues, financial support for these efforts originates fkom a variety of federal, provincial,
municipal and private sources.

The intent of the family centre is to provide a focal point within the cornmunity where
families can become involved in meaningfûl ways to achieve resolution of their own
needs. It represents an amalgamation and integration of existing and new programs and
supports Iocated within one neighbourhood, and operating under a community ownership
fiarnework. ProgrRmming is not intended to serve primarily as a referral service where
individuals or famifies are directed to professionals for assistance with their needs. It is

guided by the sustainable factors necessary to build interna1capacity within individuals

and families and to support the enhancement of existing family structures and strengths.
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Change at Andrews Street was very tangible, and was emphasized as each
individual graduated frorn literacy or skills training prograrns and the catering
cooperative grew in size. Seeing changes that occmed in individuals Ied others
to become involved and seek their own change.
(Health Canada, 1999, 12)

AI1 of this work has been based on the direct requirements of the neighbourhood, as
identified within an initial community survey. The approach taken was borrowed fkom
the work of John McKnight that has to do with mapping community capacity. The "new"

map of the William Whyte community was not a needs-oriented one which lists a Iitany
of deficiencies but a Iist of community members' skiils, assets and capacities ïndicating
areas of oppomuiity for new sources of incorne and new possibilities for production. The
skills associated with the provision of child care, sewing and mending, grass-cutting,
home repair, cooking for large groups have been recognized and transferred into training
and employment options. The primary focus of efforts to date have attempted to deal with
priorities of family support and stability, child development and the development of an
overall 'model' for local ownership and support in dealing with neighbourhood issues.

Seven years is not a long time to test the approach of community-based s c h o o h g as a
concrete and practical way to respond to the issues of poverty which have conûonted
educators since the beginning. But it was sufficient time for me as the principal of
William Whyte Community School to see some very constructive gains. Sometimes 1

have been accused, albeit it in tkiendly ways, of too much rhetoric, too much positive and
hopefül posturing when it cornes to explainhg our successes at the school. People are
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Iefi with the impressions that we have found, in the approach of being community-based,
a perfect solution to the issues of poverty and education. Such flawless outcornes are not
possible. Nevertheless, for those of us who live and or work daily in the harsh
circumstances of W'ïpeg's urban core, a positive and constructive outlook is either
innate or a necessary and Ieamed behaviour to become habit for survival.
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The human condition, plans for mankind, and collaboration between men in those
tasks which increase the sum total of humanity are new problems, which
demand true inventions.

..No, we do not want to catch up with anyone.

We

want to go forward, al1 the time, night and day, in the company of Man, in the
company of ail men. The caravan should not be stretched out, for in
that case each line will hardly see those who precede it; and men who no
longer recognize each other meet less and less together, and talk to each other
less and less.
The Wretched of the Earth
Frantz Fanon, 1963,3 12-3 16

In Review

Living as we do in a world where too many have too little of its wealth and resources, it
seems appropriate to stop studying issues of poverty and education as problems and begin
to focus on solutions. These solutions do exist throughout history to hold us accountable

for current research and practice in education. At a conceptual level, this study asked the
question "cm a coherent argument be framed to support a broader roIe for schools in the
development of individuals and community?"

From this study,it is clear that much educationd research within the parameters of school
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improvement and educational refom is most often expressed as debate. Emphasis
appears to be on theoretical justification over practical implications, or on prescription of
practical school improvement processes, in isolation fkom theoretical commitrnent.
Fuaher, it is apparent that poverty studicd only in a social context results in partial
solutions that hold implications mostly for the short-term, directing efforts at individual
rather that structural change. But, when poverty is also considered in an economic
context, political economy fiames analysis infoms and supports s t n i c t ~ ~change.
al

The political economy of education represents a practicai and theoretical commitment to
address issues of poverty and inner city education. It introduces the notion of praxis, the
fusion of the personal and the professional, as inner city education practice. It implies the

kind of commitment evident in the work of Miles Horton and Paulo Freire. Separaîed by
continents, in the L 930's Horton established the HighIander Folk School in Tennessee
while some ten years later, Freire began to work on programs of education for the rural
poor in Brazil. Both men developed different forms of practice. Horton established a
srna11residential education centre outside of the formal schooling system. Freire worked
within the system of university and state sponsored programs. Yet, cornmon to their
work is interaction with the social context for leaming and participation in popular social
movements. In talking about their lives as educators, Horton and Freire (1990) address

many ideas that they have struggled to understand and respond to in their work. Despite
the fact that they did not meet until much later in their lives, the sirnilarities of their

expressed expenences suggest much comrnon ground. They raise important ideas as
questions that will continue to confiont those of us working in change in the inner ci@.

Can education be neutral? What are the differences between educating and organizing?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of charismatic leadership when working for
change? What is the role of the educator tu intervene in the learning expenences of
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others? In terms of education and social change, what are the pros and cons for working
fiom inside systems as opposed to effecting change fkom outside?

In discussing these ideas, Horton and Freire emphasize the impossibility for education to
be neutral. Their commitments to radical education involve the participation of people in
their own development through a philosophy of education for empowerment (Horton and
Freire, 1990).
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A k s t impression of comrnunity economic development as an approach to practice in

schools is that it seems too simple. Ifthis were the answer to inner city education at the
local school level, the problems of poverty in urban neighbourhoods would have been
resolved before now. But these efforts meet with resistance. They require energy, vision,

and t h e . Sometimes even basic steps are difficult to implement when systernic baniers
interfere with activities related to community-based schooling.

Maeroff s work in this area cites four dimensions that are important to a support system if
students are to succeed in education. These are a sense of connectedness, a sense of
academic initiative, a sense of well-being, and a sense of knowing. He writes,
convincingly, of the importance of connectedness:
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Comectedness is part of the support system that most students need to
succeed in education. Of al1 the riches denied to disadvantaged children,
perhaps the most important is a network that would allow them to thrive in
school and give h e m a sense of belonging. . .Those who want to raise
educational standards and irnprove classroom leaming must acknowledge

- especidly so far as the one in five students who live in poverty are
concerned - that the out-of-school lives of these students cannot be
ignored. . . . Families and comunities, too, need help if they are to
structure relationships that provide children with values and opportunities

in harmony with productive learning.

(Maeroff, 1998,425)

Schooling Efforts to Counter Poverty Effects

Those of us working in inner city schools are haunted by the awareness of poverty and its
impact on children and families. We know f?om practicd experience that inner city
schools require alternative structures to counter these effects but how do we create these
alternatives? C m local school efforts address the problems of poverty? Can they do so
through educational practice directed toward colIective outcornes within a fiamework for
community development?
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Schooling efforts in the context of community development represent a set of
transformational processes to bring about individual change and, as well, to reduce the
influences that sustain poverty as an economic and social condition and increase
conditions of economic equality and social justice. Perhaps teaching and leaniing
processes can be geared so that critical action through cornmunity-based schooling could
support broader goals for community development. Schools, particularly those in the

inner city, are logical sites for altemate educational practice to extend schooling
processes beyond learner-based outcomes in order to support more equitable and just
comrnunity-based outcomes.

Economic strategies can support the educational mandates for inner-city schools. Such
strategies for community-based schooling are referenced to economic development at the
local level and may represent approaches that come from outside educational research
(Albert, 1997; Blakely, 1994; Chambers, 1983;Roussopoulos, 1982).

It is clear that poverty is a result of underdevelopment. Whether this underdevelopment
is structural, a planned result of an economic system with its tendencies to place the
needs of the marketplace as priority over the needs of people, or whether the deterioration
and despair of the inner city just is, solutions to problems of poverty do exist. The
purpose and manner in which the business of living and learning is conducted in the local
school goes a long way to strengthen the economic base in the neighbourhood.

Education is required if a community is to strengthen its economic base following these

kind of specific action strategies. The promise of a job and economic security are the
hallmarks of citizenship. Work is the basis of socioeconomic status and to re-establish
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the opporhinity structure we need to provide every citizen with the interest, skills, and
capacity to contribute through work and comfllunity service (Blakely, 1994).

This study of poverty and inner city education has considered two important theoretical
strands fiom the political economy of educational practice. The fïrst, the development
strand, considered educational issues related to power and equiS in terms of economics
and social change (Giroux, 1993; Apple, 1990). It addresses questions related to how an
imer city school can support families, utilize existing capacities and access M e r
resources to transfonn school practices, enhance support for families, and strengthen the
neighbourhood base through community economic development. Another strand has
considered strategies that focus on student achievement in terms of the kind of Iearner
involvement required for popular participation in the struggle to change the social world.

Cntical ideas fiom the margins of educational theory (Leistyna, 1996; Boomer, 1997)
achowledge issues of class as they translate into CO llective experience of community.
Also aclmowledged are issues of power and equity but in terms of individual student
achievernent, tram fonning schooh g processes, and oppression pedagogy (Freire, 1992,
1995; Horton and Freire, 1990; Horton, 1990). These ideas potentially infiuence school
organization, curriculum implementation, and the delivery of support senices for
students. These theoretical strands suggest approaches that are not confiated but rather
become integrated in the implementation of community-based schooling.

A M e r question in this study relevant to the practical application of comrnunity
economic development at the local school level was 'khat might inner city schooling
look like if it is to support community economic development?" This study has identified
the school as a place where families, students, and staff can work together to focus on
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solutions that make a difference. The local school is a place to engage in a process of
change to transcend existing social realities and to transfom existing economic
arrangements toward the more fully human experience of equality and justice. This is the
work for which the school is a critical setting. Undertaken as a collective enterprise, this
is the work that emerges fiom the theory and practice of community-based schooling.

In Summary

A critical stance has fiamed rny work in educational administration, and rny first hand
expenences in inner city schools for more than twenty-five years, have had a clramatic
and an urgent impact on rny world view. 1recognize, too, that research and practice by

other educators who share a cntical view, have had a profound effect on my ability to
sustain my commitment to equity and social justice.

For me, the most renewing aspect of educational administration has always been that,
despite our fundamental and often radically different ideas that shape our research and
study, our practical commhnent to the lives of children seems to take us always to
cornmon ground. Instead of allowing schools to serve as battlegrounds for social and
class interests, schooling can be transforming. What this entails is the bringing together
of people to construct an educational fkamework that makes it possible to blend
commitment to social transformation wi4hinterests in education (Wong, 1998).
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Most schools could lay claim to being community schools. Fewer schools could be
described as being community-based. In this study, 1have considered some fundamental
ideas to do with poverty and imer city education and determined the purpose for
community-based schooling to create an approach that is an economic response to the
problems of poverty and education. I have also described how this conceptual mode1 has
been applied, first hand, at one of the poorest inner city community schools in Canada.

The political economy of educational practice brings cntical perspective to practice
efforts at the local school level. Community-based schooling c m create and sustain
opportunities for individual achievement and community development through the
recognition of community capacity, identifying individual and collective potential for
change. Educational processes can assiçt inner city residents to stabilize home, school,
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and neighbourhood Me through the application of political and economic gestures.

This study has examined poverty and schooling in terms of structural change. Critical
questions arise when consideration is given to what can be leamed both fiom history and
fiom the poor. A conceptual fiamework has been put forward that promotes thinking
about economic responses as alternate approaches for educational practice.

From a practitioner standpoint, this study is most useiùi if it levers resources or prompts
policy shifts to support more fundamental approaches to systemic change. This research
holds significant implications for social and economic policy development on the care
and education of children and families that will recognize capacity and allow
communïties to build kom the inside out.

From an academic standpoint, study that is focused on d e r city education af-firms work
ùi the larger arena of research related to economic and social policy alternatives. From a

critical stance, it considers educational issues of school improvement in the economic
context of community, of poverty, and of the social realities of the urban core experience.

It is hoped that this study holds M e r purpose knowing that, in human terms, the redress
of poverty through education paves the way to greater equity and justice for al1 of us.

The truth is . . .that the oppressed are not ccmarginals,"are not men living
"outside" society. They have always been "inside"

- inside the structure which

made them "beings for others." The solution is not to "integrate" them into the
structure of oppression, but to transfomi that structure so that they c m become
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'beings for themselves."

(Freire, lWO,6 1)

In undertaking this study, 1 have moved dong a joumey through years of varied
experiences working in the inner city of Winnipeg fiom project worker to teacher, to
guidance counselor, and then, to school principal but always in the inner city and always
working around barriers presented by poverty. During this expenence, Winnipeg has
remained a city with an extremely hi& child poverty rate despite efforts to change this
conceming statistic. In the face of poverty, inner city schools continue to try to get the
school system to work as well for poor children as it does for those who are not poor.

This community-based initiative calls for direct action by al1 of us who are concemed
about poverty in the inner city. There is no point in shaking our heads in fiuskation
or in supporting band-aid approaches to the problem. And what's the point in just
blaming the "government" and others? If we really care about things getting better,
then let's do something about it! . . . There are no short cuts available. We al1 need to
recognize that our own actions are part of the solution or part of the problem. We do
not have to feel helpless or powerless. Conditions in the inner city c m improve

dramatically if we all share the responsibility of turning things around. Clearly, IT'S

LJF' TO ALL OF US!

(CEDN, 1994,2, Capitals in original text)
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Despite the literature base which now exists, one that is continuing to emerge to advocate
for new understandings of educational leadership and urging school irnprovement, there

has not been adequate change to idluence the predominant patterns of unequal
circumstances for children, as leamers, in our schools. These critical, Life-definhg
circumstances have an impact on leaming especially in inner city schools. Educational
research faces a critical challenge to £ïnd ways to make a difference in the lives of
children living in poverty and, through this inqujr, to develop the capacity to share
evidence of this difference so that others will be encouraged to become involved in
transfonning practice.
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